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Description
Title of Invention: METHOD AND DEVICE OF POWER

CONTROL
Technical Field

[1] The present application relates to wireless communication technologies, in particular

to a method and a device for determining the transmission power in V2X systems.

Background Art
[2] To meet the demand for wireless data traffic having increased since deployment of

4G communication systems, efforts have been made to develop an improved 5G or

pre-5G communication system. Therefore, the 5G or pre-5G communication system is

also called a 'Beyond 4G Network' or a 'Post LTE System'. The 5G communication

system is considered to be implemented in higher frequency (mmWave) bands, e.g.,

60GHz bands, so as to accomplish higher data rates. To decrease propagation loss of

the radio waves and increase the transmission distance, the beamforming, massive

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), Full Dimensional MIMO (FD-MIMO), array

antenna, an analog beam forming, large scale antenna techniques are discussed in 5G

communication systems. In addition, in 5G communication systems, development for

system network improvement is under way based on advanced small cells, cloud Radio

Access Networks (RANs), ultra-dense networks, device-to-device (D2D) commu

nication, wireless backhaul, moving network, cooperative communication, C o

ordinated Multi-Points (CoMP), reception-end interference cancellation and the like. In

the 5G system, Hybrid FSK and QAM Modulation (FQAM) and sliding window su

perposition coding (SWSC) as an advanced coding modulation (ACM), and filter bank

multi carrier (FBMC), non-orthogonal multiple access(NOMA), and sparse code

multiple access (SCMA) as an advanced access technology have been developed.

[3] The Internet, which is a human centered connectivity network where humans

generate and consume information, is now evolving to the Internet of Things (IoT)

where distributed entities, such as things, exchange and process information without

human intervention. The Internet of Everything (IoE), which is a combination of the

IoT technology and the Big Data processing technology through connection with a

cloud server, has emerged. As technology elements, such as "sensing technology",

"wired/wireless communication and network infrastructure", "service interface

technology", and "Security technology" have been demanded for IoT implementation,

a sensor network, a Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication, Machine Type Com

munication (MTC), and so forth have been recently researched. Such an IoT en

vironment may provide intelligent Internet technology services that create a new value



to human life by collecting and analyzing data generated among connected things. IoT

may be applied to a variety of fields including smart home, smart building, smart city,

smart car or connected cars, smart grid, health care, smart appliances and advanced

medical services through convergence and combination between existing Information

Technology (IT) and various industrial applications.

[4] In line with this, various attempts have been made to apply 5G communication

systems to IoT networks. For example, technologies such as a sensor network,

Machine Type Communication (MTC), and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) commu

nication may be implemented by beamforming, MIMO, and array antennas. Ap

plication of a cloud Radio Access Network (RAN) as the above-described Big Data

processing technology may also be considered to be as an example of convergence

between the 5G technology and the IoT technology.

[5] Standardization of Device to Device (D2D) communications has been realized in

3GPP due to its huge potential benefits in the public security field and the common

civil communication field. In 3GPP standards, a direct communication link between

two devices may be named as a sideline. Similarly to uplink and downlink, there are

also control channels and data channels on the sideline. The control channels on the

sideline may be named as Physical Sidelink Control Channel (PSCCH), and the data

channels on the sideline may be named as Physical Sidelink Shared CHannel

(PSSCH). The PSCCH is to indicate the location of time-frequency domain resources

of a PSSCH transmission, a modulation and coding scheme and a receiving target ID

corresponding to the PSSCH, and etc. And the PSSCH is to carry data.

[6] Since the D2D communication specified in the 3GPP standards is mainly focused on

terminals with low speeds and services that is not sensitive to time delay and of low re

liability requirements, the D2D functions that have been already implemented are far

from meeting the users' requirements. Based on an existing D2D broadcasting commu

nication architecture, standardization of some of the functions of communications with

a low time delay and a high reliability between high speed devices, between a high

speed device and a low speed device and between a high speed device and a static

device has been further realized in 3GPP. That is, vehicle to vehicle/

perdestrian/infrastructure/network (V2X) communications have been further realized

in 3GPP. Therefore, the sideline communication includes two patterns in the existing

3GPP, i.e., D2D and V2X.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[7] A user equipment in V2X communications (hereinafter referred to as UE) may

support an LTE cellular network transmission, which is called as a transmission based



on Uu. And the UE may also support a V2X transmission. In some examples, the UE

may support transmissions of several uplink carriers at the same time, wherein at least

one carrier is used for the Uu uplink transmission, and at least one carrier is used for

the V2X transmission. Besides, a base station may schedule the V2X transmission in a

way of cross-carrier through downlink carriers of the LTE cellular network.

[8] Then, an urgent problem to be solved is how to assign the transmission power of

each carrier by the UE when the UE performs transmission on several carriers. E s

pecially, when there is a circumstance that the transmission power of the UE is limited,

how does the UE adjust the transmission power of each carrier?

Solution to Problem
[9] To realize the above objects, the present application adopts the following technical

solutions:

[10] A method of power control includes:

[11] determining, by a user equipment (UE), a Uu uplink transmission subframe and/or a

V2X transmission subframe;

[12] assigning, by the UE, a transmission power according to the circumstance that

whether there is a Uu uplink transmission and/or a V2X transmission in a subframe;

[13] performing, by the UE, the Uu uplink transmission and/or the V2X transmission in

the subframe based on the transmission power assigned.

[14] In some examples, the step of assigning, by the UE, a transmission power according

to the circumstance that whether there is a Uu uplink transmission and/or a V2X

transmission in a subframe includes: assigning, the transmission power according to

the circumstance that there is only one of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission in the subframe, or the circumstance that there are both the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe at the same time.

[15] In some examples, the step of assigning, by the UE, a transmission power according

to the circumstance that whether there is a Uu uplink transmission and/or a V2X

transmission in a subframe includes: assigning, the transmission power according to

the circumstance that there is only one of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission in the subframe, or the circumstance that there are both the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe at the same time, or the cir

cumstance that there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission in the subframe at the same time.

[16] In some examples, the step of assigning the transmission power according to the c ir

cumstance that there are both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in

the subframe at the same time includes:

[17] assigning, the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X



transmission based on the power required when the transmission power of the UE is

not limited; and

[18] assigning, the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission in accordance with a priority policy when the transmission power of the

UE is limited.

[19] In some examples, the priority policy includes: the priority of the Uu uplink

transmission is higher than that of the V2X transmission; or, the priority of a V2X

channel of a first type of V2X service is higher than or equal to that of the Uu uplink

channel, and the priority of a V2X channel of a second type of V2X service is lower

than or equal to that of the Uu uplink channel; or, the priority of a physical sidelink

control channel (PSCCH) and the priority of a physical sidelink share channel

(PSSCH) of the V2X transmission are the same; or the priority of the PSCCH is higher

than that of the PSSCH.

[20] In some examples, assigning, the transmission power according to the circumstance

that there is only one of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in the

subframe, or the circumstance that there are both the Uu uplink transmission and the

V2X transmission in the subframe at the same time when an actual time delay from the

arriving of a V2X service to the transmitting of the V2X transmission by the UE is

larger than a minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing Uu uplink

transmission power in Uu communication.

[21] In some examples, assigning the transmission power according to the circumstance

that there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in

the subframe at the same time includes: when the transmission power of the UE is

limited, in accordance with a priority policy, assigning the transmission power with a

higher priority at first and adjusting the transmission power with a lower priority, so

that the sum of the power of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission

does not exceed a maximum transmission power.

[22] In some examples, adjusting the transmission power with a lower priority includes:

[23] dropping transmitting the transmission with a lower priority, or,

[24] reducing the power of a part of the subframe of the transmission with a lower

priority, or,

[25] reducing the power of the entire subframe of the transmission with a lower priority.

[26] In some examples, assigning the transmission power according to the circumstance

that there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in

the subframe at the same time includes: for a Uu uplink subframe overlapping with at

least one subframe in a V2X resource pool, reserving, by the UE, power Pg for the

V2X transmission and assigning the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission

and the V2X transmission.



[27] In some examples, assigning the transmission power according to the circumstance

that there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission at

the same time includes: for a Uu uplink subframe overlapping with at least one

subframe of a V2X gap, reserving, by the UE, power Pg for the V2X transmission and

assigning the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission.

[28] In some examples, assigning the transmission power according to the circumstance

that there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission at

the same time includes: for a Uu subframe overlapping with a V2X transmission

subframe reserved by the UE, reserving, by the UE, power Pg for the V2X

transmission and assigning the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and

the V2X transmission; or, for the Uu subframe overlapping with the V2X transmission

subframe reserved by the UE, assigning the transmission power for the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission according to a predefined priority.

[29] In some examples, when the UE performs a resource reselection, the UE removes

from a selection window a subframe that causes the transmission power of the V2X

transmission below a predetermined threshold; or, after a resource reselection timer is

cleared to zero, and before a first V2X service arrives, for the Uu subframe

overlapping with at least one subframe in a V2X resource pool, reserving, by the UE,

power Pg for the V2X transmission and assigning the power for the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission.

[30] In some examples, the step of assigning the transmission power according to the c ir

cumstance that there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission at the same time includes: when the power required by the transmission

with a higher priority exceeds the power reserved, assigning the power required by the

transmission with a higher priority, and reducing the power required by the

transmission with a lower priority or dropping the transmission with a lower priority.

[31] In some examples, the step of assigning the transmission power according to the c ir

cumstance that there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission at the same time includes: when the power required by the transmission

with a higher priority exceeds the power reserved, if the priority of the V2X

transmission is higher, dropping transmitting at least one Uu uplink transmission

carrier, wherein, a Uu uplink transmission carrier with a relatively lower priority is to

be dropped first. The priority of PRACH is higher than that of PUCCH, is higher than

that of PUSCH with UCI, and is higher than that of PUSCH.

[32] In some examples, a V2X carrier is synchronized with a Uu uplink carrier, and a

minimum time delay from the arriving of a V2X service to the transmitting of the V2X

transmission on the selected resource by the UE in V2X communication equals to a



minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing the Uu uplink transmission.
In some examples, a base station transmits a scheduling signaling to schedule

PSCCH and PSSCH resource of V2X communications.

In some examples, a V2X carrier is not synchronized with a Uu uplink carrier, and a

minimum time delay from the arriving of a V2X service to the transmitting of the V2X

transmission on the selected resource by the UE in V2X communication equals to a

minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing the Uu uplink transmission.

In some examples, a minimum time delay from the arriving of a V2X service to the

transmitting of the V2X transmission on the selected resource in V2X communication

is smaller than a minimum time delay required by the UE preparing the Uu uplink

transmission power.

A device of power control includes:

a judging module, to judge whether there is a V2X transmission in a Uu uplink

transmission subframe, and/or whether there is a Uu uplink transmission in a V2X

transmission subframe;

a power controlling module, to control the power of the Uu uplink transmission and/

or the V2X transmission based on predefined criteria and results of the judging

module;

a transmitting module, to perform the Uu uplink channel transmission and/or the

V2X transmission based on the power determined by the power controlling module.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
The present disclosure provides a method and a device of power control, for a Uu

uplink transmission and a V2X transmission. Specifically, the present disclosure

provides a method for determining the transmission power based on the circumstance

of synchronous/asynchronous carriers, a minimum time delay of preparing the

transmission power of the V2X and Uu uplink transmission, and an actual time delay

of V2X from a resource reselection to a transmission. By this method, the transmission

efficiency of the V2X and the Uu uplink transmission can be ensured.

Brief Description of Drawings
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a V2X subframe reserved by a UE in a

V2X.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a first example of the present application;

FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a second example of the present application;

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a third example of the present application;

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a V2X carrier not synchronizing with a Uu

uplink carrier in accordance with an example of the present application;

FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a V2X carrier not synchronizing with a Uu



uplink carrier in accordance with another example of the present application;
[47] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating a V2X carrier synchronizing with a Uu

uplink carrier in accordance with an example of the present application;

[48] FIG. 8 is a first schematic diagram illustrating the second example of the present ap

plication;

[49] FIG. 9 is a second schematic diagram illustrating the second example of the present

application;

[50] FIG. 10 is a third schematic diagram illustrating the second example of the present

application;

[51] FIG. 11 is a forth schematic diagram illustrating the second example of the present

application;

[52] FIG. 12 is a first schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present ap

plication;

[53] FIG. 13 is a second schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present

application;

[54] FIG. 14 is a third schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present ap

plication;

[55] FIG. 15 is a forth schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present ap

plication;

[56] FIG. 16 is a fifth schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present ap

plication;

[57] FIG. 17 is a sixth schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present ap

plication;

[58] FIG. 18 is a seventh schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present

application;

[59] FIG. 19 is an eighth schematic diagram illustrating the third example of the present

application;

[60] FIG. 20 is a fifth schematic diagram illustrating the second example of the present

application;

[61] FIG. 2 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a device in accordance with an example

of the present application;

[62] FIG. 22 is a sixth schematic diagram illustrating the second example of the present

application;

[63] FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram illustrating a fourth example of the present ap

plication.

Mode for the Invention
[64] In order to make the object, technical solution and merits of the present application



clearer, the present application is further illustrated in detail hereinafter with reference

to the accompanying drawings and detailed examples.

[65] V2X communications may be divided into two modes. One is a transmission mode

controlled by a UE, which is named as mode 4. Resources of a physical sidelink

control channel PSCCH and a physical sidelink shared channel PSSCH transmitted by

the UE is decided by the UE. Assuming that a data transmission mechanism of the UE

may includes the following. At first the UE transmits the control channel, wherein the

control channel is to indicate a time-frequency resource for the data channel and

modulation and coding scheme (MCS), etc., which is named as Scheduling A s

signment (SA) hereinafter. Then, the UE performs data transmission on the scheduled

data channel. For an LTE D2D/V2X system, the SA is also named as PSCCH, the data

channel is also named as PSSCH. Since the V2X communication service has the char

acteristics of approximately periodicity, a semi-persistent resource occupancy

mechanism is introduced in an existing standardization of a V2X system. According to

a current conclusion of 3GPP, when performing resource selection in subframe n, a

V2X UE predicts an idle resource after the subframe n according to a channel detection

result in [n-a, n-b], wherein a-b is no less than Is, so as to obtain enough absolute

resource occupancy information. When selecting an idle frequency resource in

subframe n+d for transmission of this data packet, the UE may further reserve a same

frequency resource in subframe n+e for transmission of a data packet generated later,

wherein e=d+j*P, j=i, 2i, . . ., J*i. i*P expresses a resource occupancy period, P

expresses a minimum resource occupancy period, e.g., P=100ms, and J expresses the

maximum number of times of resource reservation. As shown in FIG. 1. Besides, the

UE may indicate a subframe of a next TB transmission through the PSCCH. The

subframe is one of the previously described n+e subframes. And each TB may be re

transmitted K times, wherein, K may be larger than or equal to 1. Accordingly, K

resources are selected based on the above method. And each resource reserves J

periods, so as to avoid being unable to receive the data for part of the equipment

because of the limitation of the semi-duplex operation.

[66] The other transmission mode of the V2X communication is a transmission mode

controlled by a base station, which is named as mode 3. The base station transmits a

scheduling signaling to schedule PSCCH and PSSCH resources of the V2X commu

nication. Assuming the minimum time delay from the scheduling signaling to the

transmitting of PSCCH/PSSCH by the V2X UE is X0 ms, e.g., X0=4. In mode 3, there

are a transmission mode based on a Semi-Persistent Scheduling (SPS) and a

transmission mode based on dynamical scheduling of the base station. In the

transmission mode based on the SPS, the UE determines the PSCCH and PSSCH

resources according to the scheduling signaling transmitted by the base station.



Besides, similarly to mode 4, the UE may transmit PSSCH by occupying resource peri

odically. In the transmission mode based on the dynamical scheduling of the base

station, the PSCCH and PSSCH resources are determined according to the scheduling

signaling transmitted by the base station among each transmission of the V2X commu

nication of the UE.

[67] In mode 4, when the UE performs a resource reselection, from resource reselection to

transmitting PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected resource, the minimum time delay is

not larger than 4 ms. The minimum time delay may be reduced according to the c a

pability of the UE, for example Xi=l, 2 or 3. The UE adjusts the minimum time delay

Yi of adjusting the PSCCH/PSSCH transmission power in V2X communication, and Y

is smaller than or equal to X,. Similarly, there is a minimum time delay from the

arriving of a V2X service to the transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected

resource in the PSCCH/PSSCH after finishing transmitting PSCCH/PSSCH of a first

TB after resource reselection, it may be considered that the time delay is smaller than

or equal to Xi. In the present application, for facilitating the description, hereinafter,

the time delay of the two cases is collectively referred to as the minimum delay Xi

from the arriving of the V2X service to the transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH on the

selected resource.

[68] Comparing to LTE cellular transmissions, the minimum time delay from the UE

receiving an uplink scheduling signaling (UL grant) to the UE transmitting an uplink

transmission PUSCH scheduled X2 equals to 4 subframes (for example, in subframe n

the UE receives the UL grant, and in subframe n+4 the UE transmits PUSCH. Taking

into account TA ahead of time of uplink, the absolute time delay is usually smaller

than 4 ms. For facilitating the description, hereinafter, the descriptions usually do not

distinguish the absolute time delay and the relative time delay, except for some special

cases). In general, we assume that the minimum time delay required by the UE

preparing the uplink transmission PUSCH is X3. X3 is usually smaller than or equal to

X2. If the process of adjusting the power and bit preparation are processed by the UE

simultaneously, then it is considered that the minimum delay of adjusting the power Y3

= X3. If the process of adjusting the power and the bit preparation are processed by the

UE separately, then it is considered that the minimum delay of adjusting the power Y3

is usually smaller than X3, for example Y3 may be smaller than 4 ms, which is related

to the specific implementation of the UE. In the present application, the two cases are

both within the scope of discussion. It's not hard to see, when the UE transmits a Uu

uplink transmission and also transmits a V2X transmission in the same uplink

subframe, for example in subframe n+4, the subframe where the UL grant scheduling

the Uu uplink transmission is located may be earlier than the time that the V2X data

packet arrives (i.e., the time of resource reselection). For example, the UE receives the



UL grant scheduling the Uu uplink transmission in subframe n, and the UL grant

schedules the Uu uplink transmission in subframe n+4, uplink carrier , and the UE

determines that the V2X data packet arrives in subframe n+2, after resource res-

election, the UE transmits PSSCH and/or PSCCH in subframe n+4, uplink carrier C2.

Assuming that the minimum delay of adjusting the power of the Uu uplink

transmission Y3=3, i.e., the UE receives the UL grant in subframe n, and starts

preparing for the Uu uplink transmission (including adjusting power) on the uplink

carrier from subframe n+1, but the UE determines in subframe n+2 to perform the

V2X transmission on the uplink carrier C2 which also includes subframe n+4.

Therefore, there's no time for the UE to adjust the Uu uplink transmission power after

subframe n+2. The present application provides a concrete solution to the problem.

[69] Besides, even the minimum time delay from the arriving of the V2X service to the

transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected resource is not smaller than the

minimum delay X3 required by the UE for preparing the Uu uplink transmission

PUSCH, since an uplink timing of an uplink carrier of the Uu uplink transmission and

a timing of an carrier where the V2X transmission is located may be different, it may

also lead to that an absolute time of the subframe where the UL grant scheduling the

Uu uplink transmission is located may be earlier than the arriving of the V2X data

packet when the UE transmits the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in

the same uplink subframe. For example, the uplink timing of the Uu uplink

transmission is determined based on a timing of downlink transmission of the base

station, and the timing of the V2X transmission is determined based on GNSS. There

may be an obvious deviation between these two timings; for example, the deviation is

larger than a maximum time difference of each carrier in carrier aggregation, i.e., 33us.

Therefore, it may appear that the UE has already started adjusting the Uu uplink

transmission power, when V2X is determined to be transmitted in the same uplink

subframe, there's no time for the UE to adjust the Uu uplink transmission power

according to the V2X transmission. The present application also provides a concrete

solution to the problem.

[70] Except that there's no time for the UE to adjust the Uu uplink transmission power

according to the V2X transmission, there is a possibility that there is enough time for

the UE to adjust the Uu uplink transmission power according to the V2X transmission.

For the two cases, the present application provides specific solutions for determining

the Uu uplink transmission power, and the V2X transmission power.

[71] When the time difference between the timings of the V2X carrier and the Uu uplink

carrier is larger than a predetermined threshold Tthreshoid, it is assumed that subframe t

of the Uu uplink carrier is not synchronized with subframe t of the V2X uplink carrier.

As shown in FIG. 5. Therefore, it may appear that a subframe of a carrier, for example,



subframe t l of the Uu uplink carrier, overlaps in time with two subframes of another

carrier at the same time, for example, subframe t l and t l- l of the V2X carrier. In

some examples, wherein T
threshold

may refer to T
dcl threshold

of Dual connectivity in the

existing LTE system (TS 36.213 5.1.4), such as be about 33us.

[72] When the time difference between the timings of the V2X carrier and the Uu uplink

carrier is smaller than a predetermined threshold, it is assumed that the two carriers are

synchronized.

[73] The present application also provides concrete solutions for the two synchronization

situations.

[74] When performing a resource reselection in subframe n, the UE selects resource in a

selection window [n+T
1

n+T2]. and T2relies on the implementation of the UE, such

as T <4, 20<T 2<100. relies on the impact of the processing time delay (the

previously described X from selecting resource to starting transmitting SA and data,

and T2 mainly relies on time delay characteristics endured by the current service. As

such, the actual time delay from the arriving of the V2X service (i.e., the time of

performing resource reselection) to the transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH by the UE

may be larger than the minimum time delay from the service arriving to the UE

transmitting PSCCH/PSSCH. For example, the actual time delay from resource re s

election to transmitting PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected resource is 5 ms, but the

minimum time delay Tl= X i=4ms. For another example, in the case of periodically

reserving resources, the actual time delay from the service arriving to transmitting

PSCCH/PSSCH on the reserved resources may be larger than the minimum time delay.

When the actual time delay is larger than the minimum time delay required by

preparing uplink transmission PUSCH power in Uu communication, the UE is capable

of determining that whether there is only the V2X or the Uu uplink transmission, or

there are both the V2X and the Uu uplink transmission in the same subframe

(synchronization) or in other subframes overlapping with the same subframe (non syn

chronization).

[75] As shown in FIG. 6, assuming that the minimum time delay of V2X and the

minimum time delay of the uplink transmission power preparation are the same, and

both equal to 4. Subframe t l is the subframe of the UE transmitting Uu uplink data

scheduled. Taking the case of non synchronization for example, subframe t of the Uu

uplink carrier overlaps with subframe tm-1 and subframe tm of the V2X carrier.

Subframe t is a time point of the UE starting preparing the power of the Uu uplink

data scheduled after receiving the UL grant of scheduling the Uu uplink data.

Subframe t is before subframe t i , and a time difference X5 is larger than or equal to

the minimum time delay Y3 of adjusting power. Assuming that the V2X service arrives

in subframe tm-1, and the UE chooses to transmit the V2X in subframe t i+l, i.e., after



6 subframes. Then, for subframe t l-l, the UE may not determine that whether there is

V2X transmission in subframe t l-l, but for subframe t l and subframe t l+l, the UE

may determine that there is no V2X transmission in subframe t l , and there is the V2X

transmission in subframe t l+l. Therefore, for the Uu uplink transmission power of

subframe t l and subframe t l+l, and the V2X uplink transmission power of subframe t

l+l, the V2X and the Uu uplink transmission power may be both determined based on

the channel priority. The specific may be seen in a first example below.

[76] Besides, similarly, before the UE starts preparing the Uu uplink transmission power

in subframe t , if the V2X service has arrived, the UE is also capable of determining

that whether there is a V2X transmission in subframe t l (synchronization) or in

subframe t l and subframe t l- l (non synchronization) of the V2X carrier overlapping

with subframe t l . Then assigning power may be performed based on the channel

priority for the V2X and the Uu uplink transmission according to the method of the

first example.

[77] For facilitating the description, hereinafter, the Uu uplink transmission in the present

application is mainly described by taking PUSCH as an example, but not limited to

PUSCH. It also applies to PUCCH/SRS/PRACH. For example, there is also a

minimum delay problem of preparing transmission power similar to PUSCH for

PUCCH in subframe n+4 of ACK/NACK of downlink PDSCH of subframe n.

Similarly, aperiodic SRS has similar problems. For a periodic SRS, it may be

considered that when the UE prepares the V2X transmission, if overlapping with the

periodic SRS, it is considered that there must be a Uu uplink transmission. The specific

process may be seen in the first example. For another example, for the PUSCH of the

Uu based on SPS, it may be considered that when the UE prepares the V2X

transmission, if overlapping with the SRS, it is considered that there must be a Uu

uplink transmission. The specific process may be seen in the first example.

[78] For facilitating the description, hereinafter, the V2X transmission in the present ap

plication is mainly described by taking PSSCH/PSCCH as an example, but not limited

to PSSCH/PSCCH. The present application also applies to sidelink synchronous signal

SLSS (PSS/SSS) and physical sidelink broadcast channel (PSBCH).

[79] A first Example

[80] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of the present application.

[81] In block 201, in subframe t , the UE judges whether there is a Uu uplink transmission

and/or a V2X transmission in subframe t i . If there is only the Uu uplink transmission

or the V2X transmission, proceed to block 202-1. If there are both the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission, proceed to block 202-2. If there is none of

them, the UE does not need to perform any operation.

[82] Wherein, subframe t i is the subframe where the UE transmits the Uu uplink data or



the V2X transmission. Subframe t is a time point of the UE starting preparing the

power of the Uu uplink data scheduled or a time point of the UE starting preparing the

V2X transmission power. Subframe t is before subframe t l , and a time difference X5

is larger than or equal to the minimum time delay or Y 3 of adjusting power.

[83] In some examples, the carrier used for the V2X transmission and the carrier used for

the Uu uplink transmission are different carriers.

[84] For example, when the V2X carrier is synchronized with the Uu uplink carrier, and

when the minimum time delay from the arriving of the V2X service to the

transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected resource in V2X communication

equals to the minimum delay X3 required by the UE preparing the uplink transmission

PUSCH in Uu communication (further, in specific implementations, it may be that the

minimum time delay of the UE adjusting the PSCCH/PSSCH transmission power in

V2X communication equals to the minimum time delay Y 3 required by the UE for

preparing the uplink transmission PUSCH power in Uu communication), the UE may

accurately determine whether there is the Uu uplink transmission and/or the V2X

transmission in subframe t i. For another example, when the minimum time delay Y i is

smaller than the minimum time delay Y 3, but the actual time delay from the arriving of

the V2X service to the transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH by the UE is larger than the

minimum delay required by the UE preparing the uplink transmission PUSCH power

in Uu communication, the UE may also accurately determine whether there is the Uu

uplink transmission and/or the V2X transmission in subframe t l .

[85] When the time difference between the V2X service carrier and the Uu uplink carrier

is smaller than a predetermined threshold T
threshold

, it may be considered that subframe t

of the Uu uplink carrier is synchronized with subframe t of the V2X uplink carrier, as

shown in FIG. 7. In some examples, wherein T
threshold

may refer to T
dcl threshold

of Dual

Connectivity in the existing LTE system (TS 36.213 5.1.4), such as be about 33us, or T

threshold may be preset according to the minimum time difference of the uplink carrier

defined by carrier aggregation in the existing standards.

[86] In some examples, depending on the transmission modes, it may also determine

whether it is certain or not to perform the V2X transmission in subframe t l by the UE

receiving signaling transmitted by the base station scheduling V2X in subframe t l . In

some examples, the criterion applies to the V2X transmission scheduled by the

scheduling signaling from the base station. For example, the criterion applies to the

V2X transmission mode 3. Further, the criterion applies to the transmission mode

based on dynamical scheduling signalings from the base station of the V2X

transmission mode 3, or a first transmission of the transmission mode based on the SPS

scheduling (the transmission triggered by SPS activation signaling).

[87] - If the UE receives the scheduling signaling indicating that the V2X transmission is



performed in the subframe overlapping with subframe t l (when synchronized, i.e.,

subframe t l , when not synchronized, i.e., subframe t l and subframe t l-l overlapping

with subframe t l , for facilitating the description, hereinafter, it is described as

subframe t l), the UE determines to perform the V2X transmission in subframe t l .

[88] - If the UE receives the scheduling signaling indicating that the V2X transmission is

performed in subframe t
2

(tnl≠t ), or the UE does not receive the scheduling signaling,

the UE may determine that there is no V2X transmission based on the base station

scheduling signaling (including each V2X transmission of the transmission mode

based on the dynamical scheduling signaling from the base station of the V2X

transmission mode 3, or a first transmission of the transmission mode based on the SPS

scheduling) in subframe t l . Because in the V2X transmission mode 3, the minimum

time delay from the scheduling signaling to the transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH of

the UE X0=4 ms, equals to the minimum time delay from the Uu uplink transmission

receiving the UL grant to the uplink transmission X2 (X2=4 ms). Therefore, if the UE

does not receive the scheduling signaling that schedules the subframe t i in subframe t

ni, the UE is certain not to transmit V2X in subframe t i .

[89] In block 202-1, if there is only the Uu uplink transmission, the UE performs a power

assignment according to an existing priority criterion. If there is only the V2X

transmission, the UE performs a power assignment for the V2X transmission according

to an existing power control.

[90] Specific implementations in this block may be referred to the prior art.

[91] In block 202-2, the UE performs a power assignment for the Uu uplink transmission

and the V2X transmission according to a predefined priority criterion.

[92] In some examples, the predefined priority criterion is one or more of the following

criteria:

[93] (1) When the transmission power of the UE is not limited, i.e., a sum of the

transmission power of all the carriers does not exceed the maximum transmission

power of the UE, the UE does not need to reduce the power. The UE performs

transmission according to the expected power. For example, the Uu uplink

transmission power is determined according to the power control formula in TS 36.213

5.1, the V2X transmission power is determined according to the power control formula

in TS 36.213 14.1.1.5.

[94] (2) When the transmission power of the UE is limited, it is determined according

to one or more of the following ways:

[95] (2. 1) The priority of the Uu uplink transmission power is higher than that of V2X.

[96] When there are several uplink carriers carrying the Uu uplink transmissions, the

priorities of the carriers are determined according to the existing priority criterion. For

example, PUCCH of Uu> PUSCH of Uu with UCI > PUSCH of Uu without UCI >



PSCCH/PSSCH/SLSS/PSBCH of V2X.

[97] (2.2) The priority of a first type of V2X service is higher than or equal to that of

the Uu uplink transmission, and the priority of a second type of V2X service is lower

than or equal to that of the Uu uplink transmission.

[98] In V2X communications, the V2X data transmitted by the UE have different

priorities. The physical layer of the UE obtains the priority of the scheduled TB

through the scheduling grant provided by a higher layer. There are 8 kinds of priorities.

We may define one or more V2X services which have the highest priority as a first

type of V2X service, such as Decentralized Environmental Notification Message

(DENM), the other V2X services are second type of V2X services. The priority of the

second type of V2X service is lower than or equal to that of the Uu uplink

transmission.

[99] Moreover, in V2X communications, the priorities may also be different for different

V2X channels. In some examples, the priority of SLSS/PSBCH is higher than that of

PSSCH/PSCCH. For example, SLSS/PSBCH belongs to the first type of priority, and

PSSCH/PSCCH belongs to the second type of priority. Then, when the UE transmits

SLSS/PSBCH on the V2X carrier, and transmits the Uu uplink transmission on at least

one of the Uu uplink carriers at the same time, the priority of SLSS/PSBCH is higher

than that of the Uu uplink transmission. For another example, SLSS/PSBCH and some

of the PSSCH/PSCCH V2X services both belong to the first type of V2X service, for

example, SLSS/PSBCH and PSSCH/PSCCH carrying a DENM service belong to the

first type of V2X service, and PSSCH/PSCCHs of the other 7 kinds of services belong

to the second type of V2X service.

[100] In some examples, SLSS/PSBCH belongs to the second type of priority, and the V2X

service of which PPPP is smaller than the PPPP threshold also belongs to the second

type of priority, the V2X service of which PPPP is larger than the PPPP threshold

belongs to the first type of priority. For example, when the UE transmits SLSS/PSBCH

on the V2X carrier, and transmits the Uu uplink transmission on at least one of the Uu

uplink carriers at the same time, the priority of SLSS/PSBCH is lower than that of the

Uu uplink transmission. For another example, when the UE transmits PSSCH/PSCCH

of which PPPP is larger than the PPPP threshold on the V2X carrier, and transmits the

Uu uplink transmission on at least one of the Uu uplink carriers at the same time, the

priority of PSSCH/PSCCH is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission. For

another example, when the UE transmits PSSCH/PSCCH of which PPPP is larger than

the PPPP threshold on a V2X carrier, transmits the SLSS/PSBCH on anther V2X

carrier, and transmits the Uu uplink transmission on at least one of the Uu uplink

carriers at the same time, the priority of PSSCH/PSCCH is higher than that of the Uu

uplink transmission, and the priority of the Uu uplink transmission is higher than that



of SLSS/PSBCH. In some examples, when the UE transmits PSSCH/PSCCH on a

V2X carrier, and transmits the SLSS/PSBCH on anther V2X carrier at the same time,

the type of the PSSCH/PSCCH services are not distinguished, the priority of PSSCH/

PSCCH is higher than that of SLSS/PSBCH, or the priority of PSSCH/PSCCH of

which PPPP is larger than the PPPP threshold is higher than that of SLSS/PSBCH,

otherwise, the priority of PSSCH/PSCCH is lower than or equal to that of the SLSS/

PSBCH.

[101] The priority of the first type of service is higher than or equals to that of the Uu

uplink transmission, here are a few possibilities, but not limited to these possibilities.

The priority of the second type of service is lower than or equal to that of the Uu

uplink transmission, similarly, no longer lists.

[102] (a) The priority of the first type of service is higher than that of all types of the Uu

uplink transmissions, including PRACH, PUCCH, PUSCH with UCI, and PUSCH

without UCI of Uu.

[103] (b) The priority of the first type of service is higher than that of PUSCH without

UCI of Uu, but is lower than that of PRACH, PUCCH and PUSCH with UCI of Uu.

[104] (c) The priority of the first type of service is higher than that of PUSCH without

UCI and PUSCH with UCI of Uu, but is lower than that of PRACH and PUCCH of

Uu.

[105] (d) The priority of the first type of service is higher than that of PUSCH without

UCI, PUSCH with UCI and PUCCH of Uu, but is lower than that of PRACH of Uu.

[106] For different priorities, according to the priorities, the power of the channel with

higher priority is met at first, the rest of the power is assigned between the channels

with the same priority, and the power of the channels with the same priority is reduced

according to the same factor (the factor<l), so that the sum of the transmission power

on all the carriers after the adjustment does not exceed the maximum transmission

power of the UE. Or, for different priorities, the factors of different priorities may be

different. For example, the factor of the highest priority is 1, the factor of second

higher priority is si, then s2, and so on, wherein l>sl>s2, so that the sum of the

transmission power on all the carriers after the adjustment does not exceed the

maximum transmission power of the UE.

[107] (2.3) The priority of PSSCH is the same as that of PSCCH in the V2X trans

missions. Or, the priority of PSCCH is higher than that of PSSCH in the V2X trans

missions.

[108] In the description of (2. 1) and (2.2), PSSCH and PSCCH are all referred to as the

V2X transmission, which means that the priorities of PSSCH and PSCCH are the

same. If the power is to be adjusted, the adjustment factors are the same. Considering

that in some scenarios, PSCCH is used as a control signaling, it is reasonable to be



assigned a higher priority. As a result, the power may be assigned based on (2. 1) or

(2.2), and the condition that the priority of PSCCH is bigger than that of PSSCH. For

example, it may be PUCCH>PUSCH with UCI>PSCCH>PUSCH without

UCI>PSSCH.

[109] In block 203, the UE performs the Uu uplink transmission and/or the V2X

transmission in subframe t l based on the power determined in block 202.

[HO]

[111] A second example

[112] FIG. 3 is a flowchart of the present application.

[113] In block 301, in subframe t or tm, the UE judges whether there is a Uu uplink

transmission and/or a V2X transmission in subframe t l or t l . If it is certain that there

is only the Uu uplink transmission or the V2X transmission, proceed to block 302-1. If

there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission,

proceed to block 302-2. If it is certain that there are both the Uu uplink transmission

and the V2X transmission, proceed to block 302-3. The block 302-3 is carried out in

accordance with the block 202-2 in the first example, or in accordance with the method

described in this example. If there is none of them, the UE does not need to perform

any operation.

[114] Wherein, subframe t i is the subframe where the UE transmits the Uu uplink data,

and subframe t i is the subframe where the UE transmits the V2X transmission.

Subframe t is a time point of the UE starting preparing the Uu uplink data power

scheduled, and the subframe tm is a time point of the UE starting preparing the V2X

transmission power. Subframe t is before subframe t l , subframe tm is before

subframe t l , and a time difference X5 is larger than or equal to the minimum time

delay or Y3 of power adjusting.

[115] In the case of non synchronization, the subframes of different carriers may overlap in

the time domain. For example, subframe t l or subframe t l+l may be the subframes

performing the Uu uplink transmission, such as the uplink subframes configured by the

base station in TDD system. Then compared to subframe t l , subframe t l or subframe t

l+l is likely to be the subframe performing the Uu uplink transmission. If subframe t l

or subframe t l-l is likely to be the subframe performing the V2X transmission, such

as the subframe in the V2X resource pool, or the V2X subframe reserved by the UE,

compared to subframe t l , it is likely to be the subframe performing the V2X uplink

transmission. Note that when the uplink carriers of V2X and Uu are not synchronized,

it may be that the time of V2X is before that of Uu, or the time of Uu is before that of

V2X. For simplicity of description, the present application does not make a distinction

between them, and the time of the Uu uplink transmission before that of V2X is taken

as an example. The two cases are equivalent.



[116] Only if it is certain that there is no V2X transmission in both the two V2X subframes

overlapping with the Uu uplink subframe, it is regarded that there is only the Uu uplink

transmission, and may proceed with block 302-1. In some examples, the circumstance

that there is no V2X transmission may include at least two cases. One is that the two

V2X subframes overlapping with the Uu uplink subframe are not the subframes in the

V2X resource pool. The other is that the actual time delay from the V2X service

arriving to transmitting PSCCH/PSSCH is larger than the minimum time delay of the

Uu uplink transmission preparation power, and the UE has decided not to perform the

V2X transmission in the subframe. If there may be the V2X transmission in at least

one of the subframes overlapping with the Uu uplink subframe, and/or, the actual time

delay from the arriving of the V2X service to the transmitting of V2X is smaller than

or equal to the minimum time delay of the Uu uplink transmission preparation power,

then it belongs to that there may be the V2X transmission, then proceed to block

302-2.

[117] Only if it is certain that there is no Uu uplink transmission in both two Uu subframes

overlapping with the V2X uplink subframe, for example, both of the two Uu subframes

overlapping with the V2X uplink subframe are not the Uu uplink subframes, it is

regarded that there is only the V2X transmission. And if at least one of the subframes

overlapping with the V2X uplink subframe is the Uu uplink subframe, it belongs to

that there may be a Uu transmission, then proceed to block 302-2.

[118] In some examples, when the V2X carrier and the Uu uplink carrier are not syn

chronized, and in V2X communication, the minimum time delay from the arriving of

the V2X service to the transmitting of PSCCH/PSSCH by the UE equals to the

minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing uplink transmission PUSCH in

Uu communications (further, in specific implementations, it may be that the minimum

time delay of adjusting the PSCCH/PSSCH transmission power in V2X commu

nication equals to the minimum delay Y3 required by the UE for preparing the uplink

transmission PUSCH power in Uu communications), the UE may be unable to

determine whether there is the Uu uplink transmission and/or the V2X transmission,

proceed to block 302-2.

[119] In some examples, when the actual time delay from the arriving of the V2X service

to the transmitting of PSCCH/PSSCH by the UE is larger than the minimum delay

required by the UE for preparing the uplink transmission PUSCH power in Uu com

munication, and the UE has decided to perform the V2X transmission in the subframe,

then the UE may determines that there are both the uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission in the subframe, then proceed to block 302-3.

[120] In some examples, when the actual time delay from the arriving of the V2X service

to the transmitting of PSCCH/PSSCH by the UE is larger than the minimum delay



required by the UE for preparing the uplink transmission PUSCH power in Uu com

munications, the UE may proceed to block 302-2.

[121] In some examples, the carrier used for the V2X transmission and the carrier used for

the Uu uplink transmission are different carriers.

[122] In block 302-1, if there is only the Uu uplink transmission, the UE performs the

power assignment according to an existing priority criterion. If there is only the V2X

transmission, the UE performs the power assignment according to an existing power

control.

[123] In block 302-2, if there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission, when assigning power for the Uu uplink transmission, the power for the

V2X transmission is required to be reserved, and when assigning power for the V2X

transmission, the power for the Uu uplink transmission is required to be reserved.

[124] The subframe that may include both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission is referred to as a first type of subframe. The definition of the first type of

subframe and the power assigning method are as follows.

[125] Wherein, the power reserved for the V2X transmission is Pg, and the power reserved

for the Uu uplink transmission is Pu. In some examples, Pg and Pu are not absolute

values, but rather ratios relative to the maximum transmission power Pcmax. For fa

cilitating the description, in the examples of the present application, it is described as

the absolute values. In some examples, Pu+Pg does not exceed 100%, Pu+Pg may be

equal to 100% or smaller than 100%. In some examples, Pu ranges from [pl,p2], for

example, pl=0, p2=100%, Pg ranges from [p3,p4], for example, p3=0, p4=100%.

[126] In some examples, the power reserved for the V2X transmission Pg is fixed to be 0,

i.e., there is no power reserved for the V2X transmission. In this case, Pg may not be

configured. For facilitating the description, the following is described according to the

case that Pg is configured. However, the description may include the case that Pg is not

configured.

[127] In some examples, the power reserved for the V2X transmission Pg can not dis

tinguish the type of the V2X services, i.e., only one Pg is configured for V2X trans

missions.

[128] In some examples, the power reserved for the V2X transmission Pg may be

configured respectively according to the types of the V2X services. For example, there

are 8 types of services in PPPP, 8 Pg may be configured respectively according to the 8

types of services. For another example, a Pg_high is configured for the service of

which PPPP exceeds a predefined PPPP threshold, and a Pg_low is configured for the

other services, i.e., there are two kinds of Pg configured. In a special case, Pg_low=0.

[129] In some examples, the power reserved for the Uu uplink transmission Pu is fixed to

be 0, i.e., there is no power reserved for the Uu uplink transmission. In this case, Pu



may not be configured. For facilitating the description, the following is described

according to the case that Pu is configured. However, the description may include the

case that Pu is not configured.

[130] In some examples, the power reserved for the Uu uplink transmission Pu can not dis

tinguish the type of the V2X services, i.e., only one Pu is configured for Uu uplink

transmission.

[131] In some examples, the power reserved for the Uu uplink transmission Pu may be

configured respectively according to the types of the V2X services. For example, the

Pu corresponding to the V2X service with a higher priority is lower. In a special case,

for the service of which PPPP exceeds the predefined PPPP threshold, Pu=0.

[132] Specific implementations are carried out according to one or more of the nine

methods below.

[133] (1) All the subframes in the V2X resource pool are the first type of subframe. The

UE reserves the power Pg for the V2X transmission. And, if the subframe of the Uu

corresponding to the subframe of the V2X transmission is the Uu uplink subframe, the

UE also reserves the power Pu for the Uu uplink transmission.

[134] Then, if subframe t i or subframe t l belongs to the V2X resource pool, the

maximum power Pu2 available for the Uu uplink transmission in subframe t i is

Pu2=min(Pcmax-Pgl,Pcmax-PgO), wherein, Pcmax is the maximum transmission

power of the UE, Pgl is the power actually used in the V2X transmission of subframe t

l- l overlapping with the start position of subframe t l . If there is no V2X transmission

in subframe t l-l, Pgl=0, wherein PgO is the power reserved for subframe t l . If

subframe t l is the first type of subframe, i.e., the subframe in the V2X resource pool,

PgO=Pg, wherein Pg is configured by the base station. If subframe t l is not the first

type of subframe, Pg0=0. When the power required by the uplink transmission exceeds

Pu2, the corresponding Uu uplink transmission power may be reduced according to the

LTE existing priority criteria, so that the sum of the uplink transmission power on all

the carriers does not exceed Pu.

[135] If subframe t l or subframe t l- l belongs to the V2X resource pool, the maximum

power available for the V2X uplink transmission in subframe t l is Pg2=min

(Pcmax-Pgl,Pcmax-PuO), wherein, Pcmax is the maximum transmission power of the

UE, Pul is the power actually used in the Uu uplink transmission of subframe t l

overlapping with the start position of subframe t l . If there is no Uu uplink

transmission in subframe t i , Pul=0, wherein PuO is the power reserved for subframe t

i +1. If subframe t i + l is the Uu uplink subframe, PuO=Pu, wherein Pu is configured

by the base station. If subframe t i + l is not the Uu uplink subframe, Pu0=0. If

subframe t i + l does not belong to the Uu uplink subframes, there is no power reserved

for the Uu transmission, as shown in Fig. 8.



[136] This method ensures that the V2X transmission may be always transmitted at a

power not smaller than Pg, so that the V2X transmission may be effectively protected.

It also ensures that the maximum Pcmax may be assigned to the Uu transmission in the

subframe without V2X transmission, while the Uu transmission may be transmitted at

a power not smaller than Pu in the subframe where there may be the V2X trans

missions.

[137] It is worth noting that the UE would not transmit the V2X service for every resource

in the V2X resource pool. Then, when UE does not transmit the V2X transmission, the

power reserved for V2X may not be exploited.

[138] (2) The subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of

subframe. And the UE reserves the power Pg for the V2X transmission. If the Uu

subframe corresponding to the subframe of the V2X transmission is the Uu uplink

subframe, the UE also reserves the power Pu for the Uu uplink transmission.

[139] As previously described, when the V2X UE performs the resource selection in

subframe n, when selecting the idle frequency resource in subframe n+d for the

transmission of this data packet, the UE may further reserve the same frequency

resource in subframe n+e for transmission of the data packet generated later, wherein

e=d+j*P, j=i, 2i, . . ., J*i. i*P expresses a resource occupancy period, P expresses a

minimum resource occupancy period, e.g., P=100ms, J expresses the maximum

number of times of resource reservation. In some examples, the subframe of the V2X

transmission reserved by the UE in method (2) is subframe n+e.

[140] In some examples, when transmitting PSCCCH/PSSCH in subframe m, the V2X UE

may reserve the same frequency resource in subframe m+δ through PSCCH indication.

Wherein, subframe m+δ belongs to a set n+e. Then, the subframe of the V2X

transmission reserved by the UE in method (2) is subframe m+δ .

[141] In some examples, the subframe of the V2X transmission reserved by the UE is

subframe n+e periodically reserved by the UE.

[142] In some examples, there are at most two resource subframes in each period among

the subframes of the V2X transmission reserved by the UE.

[143] In some examples, the subframe of the V2X transmission reserved by the UE is the

transmission subframe reserved through PSCCH indication.

[144] In some examples, when the Pg is related to the priority of the V2X service, the

power Pg for the V2X transmission reserved by the UE is determined by the PPPP type

indicated by PSCCH. For example, Pg is determined by the PPPP type indicated by

PSCCH transmitted firstly after the resource reselection. In a special case, if

Pg_low=0, it indicates that if the priority of PPPP indicated by PSCCH is below the

PPPP threshold, the UE may not reserve power for the V2X transmission when

assigning power the Uu uplink transmission.



[145] It is not hard to see that the first type of subframes in method (2) is a subset of the

first type of subframes in method (1). Then, if subframe t l or subframe t l- l belongs

to the subframes reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE, the maximum power

Pu2 available for the Uu uplink transmission in subframe t l is

Pu2=min(Pcmax-Pgl,Pcmax-PgO), and the minimum power available is Pu, wherein

Pu is the power reserved for the Uu transmission which is configured by the base

station. Pcmax is the maximum transmission power of the UE. Pgl is the power

actually used in the V2X transmission of subframe t l-l overlapping with the start

position of subframe t l . If there is no V2X transmission in subframe t l-l, Pgl=0,

wherein PgO is the power reserved for subframe t l . If subframe t l is the first type of

subframe, i.e., the subframe reserved for the V2X transmission, PgO=Pg, wherein Pg is

configured by the base station. If subframe t l is not the first type of subframe, Pg0=0.

When the power required by the uplink transmission exceeds Pu2, the corresponding

Uu uplink transmission power may be reduced according to the LTE existing priority

criteria, so that the sum of the Uu uplink transmission power on all the carriers does

not exceed Pu.

[146] If subframe t i or subframe t l belongs to the subframes reserved for the V2X

transmission by the UE, the maximum power available for the V2X uplink

transmission in subframe t i is Pg2=min(Pcmax-Pul,Pcmax-PuO), wherein, Pcmax is

the maximum transmission power of the UE, Pul is the power actually used in the Uu

uplink transmission of subframe t l overlapping with the start position of subframe t l .

If there is no Uu uplink transmission in subframe t l , Pul=0, wherein PuO is the power

reserved for subframe t l+l. If subframe t l+l is the Uu uplink subframe, PuO=Pu,

wherein Pu is configured by the base station. If subframe t l+l is not the Uu uplink

subframe, Pu0=0. If subframe t l+l does not belong to the Uu uplink subframes, there

is no power reserved for the Uu transmission.

[147] Notably, it may appear that in part of the subframes reserved by the UE for the V2X

transmission, there is no V2X transmission. For example, because the service does not

arrive at the corresponding time, or there is no service. Then, the power reserved for

V2X may not be exploited and there is a waste of power.

[148] FIG.20 shows an example of this method. The UE is scheduled to transmit the Uu

uplink transmission in subframe n+4, and the UE starts preparing the transmission

power of subframe n+4 from subframe n. Subsequently, the UE is also scheduled to

transmit the Uu uplink transmission in subframe n+5, and the UE starts preparing the

transmission power of subframe n+5 from subframe n+1. Before subframe n, the V2X

resource reselection timer is cleared to zero, but a new service has not arrived yet.

When the UE determines the power for the Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+4,

the maximum power available is Pcmax, i.e., there is no power reserved for the V2X



transmission, although subframe m+4 is the subframe in the V2X resource pool.

Assuming that the actual transmission power of the Uu uplink transmission of

subframe n+4 is Pul. In subframe m, the V2X service arrives, the UE selects to

perform the V2X transmission in subframe m+4. Then, the maximum power available

for subframe m+4 Pg2=min(Pcmax-Pul , Pcmax-Pu). Because in subframe m, the UE

does not know whether there is the Uu transmission in subframe n+5, and only knows

that subframe n+5 is the Uu uplink subframe, there may be a Uu uplink transmission.

In this example, there is a Uu transmission in subframe n+5. When the UE starts

preparing the Uu uplink transmission power of subframe n+5 from subframe n+1,

because the UE has already started preparing the V2X power of subframe m+4 before,

thus, although the UE has already known the transmission of subframe m+4 before

subframe n+1, the UE may not assign the power for the Uu uplink transmission of

subframe n+5 and the V2X transmission of subframe m+4 according to the priority

criterion, and determine the power of subframe n+5 according to the remaining power

of subframe m+4, which may be the maximum power Pcmax-Pgl. Where Pgl is the

actual power used by the V2X of subframe m+4.

[149] It is not hard to see that this method ensures that the V2X transmission may be

always transmitted at a power not smaller than Pg in the subframe reserved by the UE.

But the method may not ensure the PSCCH/PSSCH power used for a first TB new

transmission or retransmission after resource reselection.

[150] In some examples, when the sum of the powers of PSCCH/PSSCH used for the first

TB new transmission or retransmission after the resource reselection and the Uu uplink

transmission power exceeds Pcmax, and the priority of the PSCCH/PSSCH is higher

than that of the Uu uplink transmission, for example, PPPP exceeds PPPP threshold,

the UE assigns power for the PSCCH/PSSCH at first, reduces the Uu uplink

transmission power, or drop transmitting the Uu uplink transmission, so that the total

power does not exceed Pcmax; if the priority of the PSCCH/PSSCH is lower than that

of the Uu uplink transmission, then the UE ensures the power for the Uu uplink

transmission at first, and assigns the remaining power to the V2X transmission.

[151] In some examples, when the UE power is limited, the UE performs the resource re s

election. And in the resource reselection, the UE does not use the subframes of which

power is limited as an optional set. The power being limited may be that the remaining

power for the V2X is 0, or the remaining power for the V2X is lower than the power

determined by the power control, or the remaining power for the V2X is lower than the

power Pg reserved for the V2X configured by the base station. And other criteria are

also not excluded.

[152] As shown in FIG. 9, the UE starts preparing the transmission power of subframe t i

from subframe t . Before that, the V2X resource reselection timer is cleared to zero,



but the new service has not arrived yet. When the UE determines the power for the Uu

uplink transmission of subframe t l , the maximum power available is Pcmax, i.e., there

is no power reserved for the V2X transmission, although subframe t l is the subframe

in the V2X resource pool. Assume that the actual transmission power of the Uu uplink

transmission of subframe t l is Pcmax. In subframe tm, the V2X service arrives. Then,

when performing resource reselection, although there is time for the UE to perform the

V2X transmission in subframe t l , the UE has already know that there is no remaining

power for performing the V2X transmission in subframe t l , and the UE should avoid

the subframe, for example, the UE chooses a next subframe in the V2X resource pool,

i.e., subframe t l+l to perform the V2X transmission. Note that the Uu uplink

transmission of subframe t l+l, because the UE has determined the V2X transmission

of subframe t l+l in subframe tn+1, then the Uu uplink transmission power of

subframe t l+l and the V2X transmission power of subframe t l+l may be determined

according to the method of block 202-2, i.e., according to the priorities of the V2X

transmission of subframe t i+l and the Uu uplink transmission of subframe t i+l. Or, a

simpler method is that the UE determines that the V2X transmission power of

subframe t i+l is Pgl=min (Pcmax-Pu, the power determined by the power control),

and the maximum power of the Uu transmission of subframe t i+l is Pu2= Pcmax-Pgl.

[153] (3) The subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of

subframe. And assuming that there must be a V2X transmission, the UE assigns the

power for the V2X transmission and the Uu uplink transmission according to the

predefined priority. Moreover, if the Uu subframe corresponding to the subframe of the

V2X transmission is the Uu uplink subframe, then the UE also reserves the power Pu

for the Uu uplink transmission.

[154] A difference from method (2) is that, in method (2), the maximum power available

for the Uu uplink transmission of the subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by

the UE t l Pu2 is Pu2=min (Pcmax-Pgl, Pcmax-PgO), while in method (3) whether or

not to reserve the power is determined according to the priorities of the V2X

transmission and the Uu uplink transmission. Specifically, in this method, if the

priority of the V2X is higher, the power for the V2X is reserved, and the power

reserved is the power required for the V2X transmission last time. If the priority of the

V2X is lower, there is no power reserved. The priority relationship may refer to the de

scription of block 202-2. In some examples, the priority of the V2X transmission may

be determined by the PPPP indicated by the first PSCCH after the resource reselection,

or determined by the PPPP indicated by the PSCCH received last period recently. For

example, if the PPPP is larger than the PPPP threshold, the priority of the V2X is

higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission. In this case, assuming that subframe t i

- 1 or subframe t i has the V2X transmission with a higher priority, and then if the sum



of all the transmission power exceeds the maximum transmission power, the Uu uplink

transmission power of the subframe t l is reduced, so that the power does not exceed

Pcmax-Pg (the power required by the V2X transmission last time).

[155] As shown in FIG. 10, subframe m+3 is not the subframe reserved for V2X by the

UE, and subframe m+4 is the subframe reserved for V2X by the UE, then the Uu

uplink transmission power of subframe n is, not the assumed power Pg configured by

the base station reserved for subframe m+4, but the power assigned for the V2X

transmission of subframe m+4 and the Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+4 re

spectively according to the method of block 202-2, i.e., the channel priority. For

example, if the priority of the V2X transmission is higher, then the UE ensures the

power for the V2X transmission at first, for example, the power required for the V2X

is Pgl, and the power for the Uu is assigned in the remaining power Pcmax-Pg 1. If the

priority of the Uu uplink transmission is higher, then the power for the Uu transmission

is ensured at first, and the remaining power is assigned to the V2X.

[156] In some examples, whether to reserve power or not is determined according to the

priorities of the V2X transmission and the Uu uplink transmission. If the priority of the

V2X is higher, power for the V2X is reserved, and the power reserved is the power

required for the V2X transmission last time. If the priority of the V2X is lower, the

power Pg configured for the V2X transmission according to the method of (2) is

reserved. Pg is configured by a higher layer, and is not the V2X transmission power

last time.

[157] In some examples, the power required by the V2X transmission last time is the

power required by the V2X transmission without considering the power limitation.

[158] It is worth noting that the V2X transmission power may be different from that of the

V2X transmission last time due to the change of path loss or the solution of congestion.

In some examples, if the V2X transmission power exceeds that of the V2X

transmission last time, i.e., the power reserved, the UE performs transmission in ac

cordance with the power reserved. In some examples, the power of the V2X

transmission before the power adjustment equals to that of the V2X transmission last

time before the power adjustment. In some examples, if there is time for the UE to

adjust the power, the UE determines the V2X transmission power according to the

V2X transmission power last time, and then further adjusts the V2X transmission

power later, so that the sum of all the transmission power does not exceed the

maximum transmission power of the UE, or the UE transmits the V2X in accordance

with the power required, and drop transmitting or reduces the Uu uplink transmission

power.

[159] In some examples, if the power of the V2X transmission before the power adjustment

is larger than Pcmax of the subframe t i, the Uu uplink transmission power may be



assigned 0.

[160] Similar to method (2), it may appear that in part of the subframes reserved by the UE

for the V2X transmission, there is no V2X transmission. If the power for the V2X

transmission is assigned and the Uu uplink transmission power is reduced, there is a

waste of power.

[161] Similarly to method (2), this method ensures that the V2X transmission may be

always transmitted at a power not smaller than the V2X transmission power last time

in the subframe reserved by the UE. But the method may not ensure that the PSCCH/

PSSCH power used for the first TB new transmission and/or retransmission after

resource reselection. To solve this problem, a method similar to method (2) is adopted,

when the sum of PSCCH/PSSCH power used for the first TB new transmission and/or

retransmission after resource reselection and the Uu uplink transmission power

exceeds Pcmax, and the priority of the PSCCH/PSSCH is higher than that of the Uu

uplink transmission, for example, PPPP exceeds PPPP threshold, the UE assigns power

for the PSCCH/PSSCH at first, reduces the Uu uplink transmission power, or drops

transmitting the Uu uplink transmission, so that the total power does not exceed

Pcmax. If the priority of the PSCCH/PSSCH is lower than that of the Uu uplink

transmission, the UE ensures the power for the Uu uplink transmission at first, and

assigns the remaining power to the V2X transmission. In some examples, when the UE

power is limited, the UE performs the resource reselection, and the UE does not use

the subframes of which power is limited as an optional set. The power being limited

may be that the remaining power for the V2X is 0, or the remaining power for the V2X

is lower than the power determined by the power control, or the remaining power for

the V2X is lower than the power Pg reserved for the V2X configured by the base

station, other criteria are also not excluded.

[162] (4) If after the resource reselection timer is cleared to zero, a first V2X service has

not arrived yet, the first type of subframe is the subframe included by the V2X

resource pool, and then the UE reserves power Pg for the V2X transmission. If a first

V2X TB after resource reselection has been transmitted, the subframe reserved for the

V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of subframe, and the UE reserves power

Pg for the V2X transmission. For the other subframes, the UE does not reserve power

for the V2X transmission. And, if the Uu subframe corresponding to the subframe of

the V2X transmission is the Uu uplink subframe, the UE also reserves the power Pu for

the Uu uplink transmission.

[163] It is not hard to see that for the subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by the

UE, method (4) and method (2) are dealt with in the same way. The PSCCH/PSSCH

used for the first TB new transmission and retransmission after resource reselection is

dealt with in different ways. In method (2), the power for the PSCCH/PSSCH used for



the first TB new transmission and retransmission after resource reselection is not

reserved. In method (4), the power is reserved. The advantage of this is to avoid that, in

method (2), when the power is limited, the PSCCH/PSSCH used for the first TB new

transmission and retransmission after resource reselection may not select the subframe

of which the power is limited.

[164] A difference from method (1) is that, in method (1), no matter whether the first V2X

service has not arrived yet after the resource reselection timer is cleared to zero, or the

first TB transmission has completed after the resource reselection timer is cleared to

zero, the UE reserves power for the subframe in the V2X resource pool. In method (4),

when the first V2X service does not arrived yet after the resource reselection timer is

cleared to zero, the UE only reserves power for the subframe in the V2X resource pool,

and when the first TB transmission has completed after the resource reselection timer

is cleared to zero, the UE only reserves power for the V2X subframe reserved.

[165] As shown in FIG. 11, before subframe t starts, the UE resource reselection timer is

cleared to zero, but the V2X new service has not arrived, until subframe tm and the

V2X service arrives. Subframe t l is not a subframe of the V2X resource pool, and

subframe t i is a subframe of the V2X resource pool, so the power Pg is reserved for

subframe t i . The maximum power available for the Uu uplink transmission of

subframe t i Pu2 is Pu2= Pcmax-Pg. If the UE transmits the V2X transmission in

subframe t i , the maximum power available for the V2X transmission Pg2 is Pg2= min

(Pcmax-Pul , Pcmax-PuO). Wherein Pul is the actual transmission power of the Uu

uplink transmission of subframe t l , and PuO is the power reserved for subframe t l+l.

If subframe t l+ l is the Uu uplink subframe, then PuO=Pu, if not, then Pu0=0.

[166] (5) If after the resource reselection timer is cleared to zero, the first V2X service has

not arrived yet, the first type of subframe is the subframe included by the V2X

resource pool, and then the UE reserves power Pg for the V2X transmission. If the first

V2X TB after the resource reselection has been transmitted, the subframe reserved for

the V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of subframe, assuming that there must

be the V2X transmission, the UE assigns the power for the V2X transmission and the

Uu uplink transmission according to the predefined priority, for the other subframes,

the UE does not reserve power for the V2X transmission. Moreover, if the Uu

subframe corresponding to the subframe of the V2X transmission is the Uu uplink

subframe, then the UE also reserves the power Pu for the Uu uplink transmission.

[167] It is not hard to see that for the subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by the

UE, method (5) and method (3) are dealt with in the same way. The PSCCH/PSSCH

used for the first TB new transmission and retransmission after resource reselection is

dealt with in different ways.

[168] (6) Subframes of all V2X gaps are the first type of subframe. The UE reserves the



power Pg for the V2X gap. Moreover, if the Uu subframe corresponding to the

subframe of the V2X transmission is the Uu uplink subframe, the UE also reserves the

power Pu for the Uu uplink transmission.

[169] In some examples, the V2X gap is a subset of the V2X resource pool.

[170] If subframe t l or subframe t l-l belongs to the V2X gap, the maximum power

available for the Uu uplink transmission in subframe t l Pu2 is

Pu2=min(Pcmax-Pgl,Pcmax-PgO), wherein, Pcmax is the maximum transmission

power of the UE, Pgl is the power actually used in the V2X transmission of subframe t

l-l overlapping with the start position of subframe t l . If there is no V2X transmission

in subframe t l-l, Pgl=0, wherein PgO is the power reserved for subframe t l . If

subframe t l is the first type of subframe, i.e., the subframe of the V2X gap, PgO=Pg,

wherein Pg is configured by the base station. If subframe t l is not the first type of

subframe, Pg0=0. When the power required by the uplink transmission exceeds Pu2,

the corresponding Uu uplink transmission power may be reduced according to the LTE

existing priority criteria, so that the sum of the uplink transmission power on all the

carriers does not exceed Pu.

[171] (7) According to one or more of method (1) ~ (5), the UE determines the first type of

subframe and reserves the power. Moreover, when part or all of subframe t i and

subframe t l or subframe t i overlapping with subframe t i falls into the V2X gap,

and the UE power is limited, according to the predefined priority, the UE assigns the

power for the transmission with a higher priority, adjusts the power for the

transmission with a lower priority, so that the total power does not exceed Pcmax.

When assigning the power for the transmission with a higher priority, the UE does not

consider reserving power for the transmission with a lower priority and/or the

subframe having a backward transmission time. In the standard, the specific method of

adjusting the power for the transmission with a lower priority may not be limited. The

priorities may be determined in accordance with the priorities in block 202-2, or the

priority of any type of service or channel of the V2X is higher than that of the Uu

uplink transmission.

[172] In some examples, the V2X gap is a subset of the V2X resource pool.

[173] In some examples, the transmission with a higher priority is a first type of the V2X

service in block 202-2. A second type of the V2X service and the Uu uplink

transmission belong to the transmission with a lower priority. That is, when the UE

power is limited, if there is the V2X transmission of the first type of V2X service, the

UE assigns power for the V2X transmission of the first type of V2X service at first, if

there is only V2X of the second type of the V2X service and/or the Uu uplink

transmission, the UE assigns power according to method (1) ~ (5).

[174] It is worth noting that in the V2X gap, regardless of whether the UE determines there



is all or part of overlapping the transmission with a higher priority when preparing the

power of the transmission with a lower priority, the UE is required to ensure that the

power of the transmission with a higher priority, and for the transmission with a lower

priority, the UE may drop the transmission, or reduce the transmission power of the

transmission with a lower priority of the overlapping part (if the UE power in a

transmission time is variable, for example, the power in a subframe does not require to

change), or adjust the transmission power of the transmission with a lower priority in

the whole transmission time (if the UE has the ability to adjust the power of the whole

subframe), so that in the process of the whole transmission, the power does not exceed

the maximum transmission power Pcmax. In the standard, the specific method of

adjusting power for the transmission with a lower priority may not be limited.

[175] For example, after the V2X resource is reselected, the first TB is transmitted in

subframe t l . Subframe t l belongs to the V2X gap, but does not belong to the V2X

subframe reserved by the UE. According to method (2), the UE does not reserve power

for the V2X in subframe t i . If the second half of subframe t i overlaps with subframe t

m i , when the UE prepares the power for the Uu uplink transmission of subframe t i , the

maximum power available is Pcmax, i.e., the reserved power Pg is not taken into con

sideration. Assuming that the power of the Uu uplink transmission for subframe t i

prepared by the UE is Pul, Pcmax-Pg<Pul<Pcmax. But after the UE starts to prepare

the power of the Uu uplink transmission of subframe t i , the UE determines to perform

V2X transmission in subframe t , and the priority of the V2X service is higher, such

as the DENM service, then, the UE has to ensures the power of the V2X service in

subframe t , for example, the required power is Pgl, but Pgl+Pul exceeds Pcmax, the

UE has to reduce the uplink transmission power of subframe t , so that the power of

the overlapping part of subframe t i and subframe t , i.e., Pgl+Pul, does not exceed

Pcmax.

[176] Moreover, the maximum for Pgl is Pcmax, and there is no need to reserve power for

the Uu uplink transmission of subframe tnl+ 1.

[177] (8) When assigning power for the Uu uplink transmission, the reserved power for the

V2X transmission is 0. When assigning power for the V2X transmission, the reserved

power for the Uu uplink transmission is also 0. When part or all of the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission overlap, and the power of UE is limited,

according to the predefined priority, the UE assigns the power for the transmission

with a higher priority, adjusts the power for the transmission with a lower priority, so

that the total power does not exceed Pcmax. When assigning the power for the

transmission with a higher priority, the UE does not consider reserving power for the

transmission with a lower priority and/or the subframe having a backward transmission

time. In the standard, the specific method of adjusting power for the transmission with



a lower priority may not be limited, for example, may be adjusting power, or dropping

the transmission. When there are several Uu uplink carriers, how to drop at least one of

the Uu uplink carriers is determined according to the method in the fourth example.

The priorities may be determined in accordance with the priorities in block 202-2.

[178] In some examples, the transmission with a higher priority is the first type of the V2X

service in block 202-2. The second type of the V2X service and the Uu uplink

transmission belong to the transmission with a lower priority. That is, when the UE

power is limited, if there is the V2X transmission of the first type of V2X service, the

UE assigns power for the V2X transmission of the first type of V2X service at first.

[179] Moreover, in some examples, when part or all of the Uu uplink transmission and the

V2X transmission overlap, part or all of the V2X transmission falls in the V2X gap,

and the UE power is limited, according to the predefined priority, the UE assigns the

power for the transmission with a higher priority, adjusts the power for the

transmission with a lower priority, so that the total power does not exceed Pcmax. The

priorities may be determined in accordance with the priorities in block 202-2, or the

priority of any transmission of the V2X is higher than that of the Uu uplink

transmission. In the subframes outside the V2X gap, when assigning power for the Uu

uplink transmission, the UE does not consider reserving power for the V2X

transmission, i.e., performs the Uu uplink transmission at first.

[180] As shown in FIG. 22, the Uu uplink carrier is not synchronized with the V2X carrier.

The UE is scheduled to transmit the Uu uplink transmission in subframe n+4, and the

UE starts preparing the transmission power of subframe n+4 from subframe n. Sub

sequently, in subframe m, the V2X service arrives, the UE performs the V2X

transmission in subframe m+4. Then, the UE is also scheduled to transmit the Uu

uplink transmission in subframe n+5, and the UE starts preparing transmission power

of subframe n+5 from subframe n+1. When the UE determines the power for the Uu

uplink transmission of subframe n+4, the maximum power available is Pcmax, i.e.,

there is no power reserved for the V2X transmission, although subframe m+4 is the

subframe in the V2X resource pool. Assume that the actual transmission power of the

Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+4 is Pul. If the priority of the V2X service is

higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission, for example, the V2X service indicated

by the scheduling grant provided by the higher layer is the DENM service, the UE has

to ensure the power of the V2X service in subframe m+4, for example, the required

power is Pgl, but Pgl+Pul exceeds Pcmax, the UE has to reduce the Uu uplink

transmission power of subframe n+4, so that the power of the overlapping part of

subframe m+4 and subframe n+4, i.e., Pgl+Pul, does not exceed Pcmax. If the UE has

the ability to change the Uu uplink transmission power of subframe n+4 after de

termining the V2X transmission, for example, the time of the UE adjusting the power



is only 1ms, the UE may determine the Uu uplink transmission power of subframe n+4

is Pcmax-Pgl. If the UE is not capable of changing the Uu uplink transmission power

of subframe n+4 after determining the V2X transmission, for example, the time of the

UE adjusting the power is longer, the UE may reduce the Uu uplink transmission

power of the second half of subframe n+4, so that the power of the overlapping part of

subframe m+4 and subframe n+4 does not exceed Pcmax-Pgl, or the UE may drop

transmitting the whole subframe n+4, or drop the Uu uplink transmission of part of

subframe n+4. For the Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+5, in this example, the

UE starts preparing the power after the V2X service arrives, thus, if the priority of the

V2X service is higher, then the UE may determine that the maximum power of the Uu

uplink transmission of the whole subframe n+5 does not exceed Pcmax-Pgl when

preparing the power.

[181] (9) According to one or more of method (1) ~ (5), the UE determines the first type of

subframe and reserves the power. When the UE power is limited, according to the

predefined priority, the power required by the transmission with a higher priority

exceeds the power reserved, and then the UE assigns the power for the transmission

having a higher priority, adjusts the power for the transmission with a lower priority,

so that the total power does not exceed Pcmax. When assigning the power for the

transmission with a higher priority, the UE does not consider reserving power for the

transmission with a lower priority and/or the subframe having a backward transmission

time. In the standard, the specific method of adjusting power for the transmission with

a lower priority may not be limited. The priorities may be determined in accordance

with the priorities in block 202-2. It is worth noting that regardless of whether the UE

determines there is all or part of overlapping transmission with a higher priority when

preparing the transmission with a lower priority, the UE is required to ensure that the

power of the transmission with a higher priority, and for the transmission with a lower

priority, the UE may drop the transmission, when there are several Uu uplink carriers,

how to drop at least one of the Uu uplink carriers is determined according to the

method in the fourth example; or the UE may reduce the transmission power of the

transmission with a lower priority of the overlapping part, or adjust the transmission

power of the transmission with a lower priority in the whole transmission time, so that

in the process of the transmission, the power does not exceed the maximum

transmission power Pcmax.

[182] In some examples, the transmission with a higher priority is the first type of the V2X

service in block 202-2. Both the second type of the V2X service and the Uu uplink

transmission belong to the transmission with a lower priority. That is, when the UE

power is limited, if there is the V2X transmission of the first type of V2X service, the

UE assigns power for the V2X transmission of the first type of V2X service at first, if



there is only V2X of the second type of the V2X service and/or the Uu uplink

transmission, the UE assigns the power according to method (1) ~ (5).

[183] For example, on the Uu uplink carrier, the UE receives the UL grant of the Uu uplink

transmission of subframe n+4 in subframe n, subframe n+4 belongs to the V2X

resource pool, so the maximum power available is Pcmax-Pg when the UE prepares

the power for the Uu uplink transmission. Assuming that in subframe n+2 of the V2X

uplink carrier, the V2X service arrives, V2X is transmitted in subframe n+4, and the

V2X service is a service with a higher priority, i.e., the priority of the V2X

transmission is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission. Then, assuming that the

power for the Uu uplink transmission is Pu2, the power for the V2X transmission is

Pg2, Pg2>Pcmax-Pu2. Then the UE needs to assign the power Pg2 for the V2X

transmission, and drop the Uu uplink transmission. If the power required by the V2X

transmission Pg2<Pcmax-Pu2, the UE may transmit V2X according to the power Pg2,

and transmit the Uu uplink transmission normally.

[184] In block 302-3, if there are potentially both the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission, when assigning power for the Uu uplink transmission, the power for the

V2X transmission is required to be reserved, when assigning power for the V2X

transmission, the power for the Uu uplink transmission is required to be reserved. And,

according to the priorities in block 202-2, the remaining power is assigned for the V2X

and the Uu uplink transmission.

[185] Wherein, the subframe of the reserved power may be determined according to the

method of block 302-2. And in these subframes, the remaining power is assigned for

the V2X and the Uu uplink transmission according to the priorities. That is to say,

when the power is assigned according to the priorities, it is required to ensure the

transmission with a lower priority, and at least the reserved power may be assigned.

For example, the priority of V2X is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission, and

the power of the Uu uplink transmission is reduced, if the power required by the Uu

uplink transmission is larger than Pu, then the power available for the Uu uplink

transmission is Pu.

[186] In block 303, the UE performs the Uu uplink transmission and/or the V2X

transmission in subframe t l or subframe t l based on the power determined in block

302.

[187]

[188] A third example

[189] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of the present application.

[190] The example applies to the case that the V2X carrier is synchronized with the Uu

uplink carrier, and is also applicable to non synchronization case.

[191] A major difference from the second example is that the V2X power is assigned dif-



ferently.

[192] In some examples, if the minimum time delay from the arriving of the V2X

service to the transmitting of the PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected resource in V2X

communication is smaller than the minimum delay X3 required by the UE for preparing

the uplink transmission PUSCH in Uu communication (further, in specific imple

mentations, it may be that the minimum time delay of the UE adjusting the PSCCH/

PSSCH transmission power in V2X communication is smaller than the minimum delay

Y3 required by the UE preparing the uplink transmission PUSCH in Uu commu

nication), the UE may accurately determine there is the Uu uplink transmission in the

same subframe when determining the V2X transmission power. In some examples, if

the Uu uplink transmission power has been determined in the subframe, the maximum

power available for V2X is Pcmax-Pul, wherein Pul is the power determined for the

Uu uplink transmission in the same subframe. If it is determined that there is no Uu

uplink transmission in the subframe, the maximum power available for V2X is Pcmax.

In some examples, if the Uu uplink transmission power has been determined in the

subframe, when the UE power is limited, and the priority of the V2X transmission is

higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission (the method of determining the priorities

may refer to block 202-2), the maximum power available for V2X is Pcmax, i.e., the

power of the V2X transmission is ensured at first, the UE needs to adjust the

transmission power of the Uu uplink transmission, so that the total power does not

exceed Pcmax. Specifically, how to adjust the Uu uplink transmission power is not

limited. For example, the UE may drop transmitting the entire Uu uplink subframe, or

reduce the transmission power of Uu uplink transmission of the part overlapping with

the V2X transmission (if UE power in a transmission time is variable, for example, the

power in a subframe does not require to change), or adjust the transmission power of

the Uu uplink transmission in the entire transmission time (if the UE has the ability to

adjust the power of the whole subframe), so that in the process of the entire

transmission, the power of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission does

not exceed the UE maximum transmission power Pcmax. If it has been determined that

there is no Uu uplink transmission in the subframe, the maximum power available for

V2X is Pcmax.

[193] It is worth noting that since when determining the V2X transmission power, the UE

must have determined the Uu uplink transmission in the same subframe, the UE may

avoid both transmitting the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in a

subframe of which the power is not enough. The UE may select a subframe of which

the power is not limited, or select a subframe in which there is time for the UE to

adjust the Uu uplink transmission power of the corresponding subframe, for example,

the V2X transmission may select the subframe in which the time delay from the V2X



service arriving to transmitting PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected resource is larger than

the time delay of preparing the Uu uplink transmission power to transmit the V2X.

[194] For the Uu uplink transmission power, the processing mode is as follows:

[195] In block 401, in subframe t , the UE judges whether it is determined that the V2X

transmission is performed in subframe t l . If the judgment result is that it is certain to

perform V2X transmission, proceed with block 402-1, otherwise, if the judgment result

is that it is certain not to perform the V2X transmission, proceed with block 402-2,

otherwise, proceed with block 402-3.

[196] Wherein, subframe t l is the subframe where the UE transmits the Uu uplink data.

Subframe t is the time point of the UE starting preparing the Uu uplink data power

scheduled after the UE receiving the UL grant scheduling the Uu uplink data.

Subframe t is before subframe t l , and the time difference X5 is larger than or equal to

the minimum time delay Y3 of adjusting power.

[197] In some examples, the carrier used for the V2X transmission and the carrier used for

the Uu uplink transmission are different carriers.

[198] In some examples, before the UE starts preparing the uplink transmission power of

subframe t i in subframe t , if the V2X service has arrived, the UE may determine

whether it is certain or not to perform the V2X transmission in subframe t i . If it is

certain to perform the V2X transmission, proceed with block 402-1, if it is certain not

to perform the V2X transmission, and then proceed with block 402-2.

[199] In some examples, when the actual time delay from the arriving of the V2X service

to the transmitting of PSCCH/PSSCH by the UE on the selected resource is larger than

the minimum time delay required by the UE preparing the uplink transmission PUSCH

power in Uu communication, the UE may determine whether it is certain or not to

perform the V2X transmission and/or the Uu uplink transmission in subframe t l . If it

is certain to perform the V2X transmission, proceed to block 402-1 (Refer to block

202-2 in the first example), if it is certain not to perform the V2X transmission, and

then proceed to block 402-2.

[200] In some examples, when the actual time delay from the arriving of the V2X service

to the transmitting of PSCCH/PSSCH by the UE on the selected resource is larger than

the minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing the uplink transmission

PUSCH power in Uu communication, proceed to block 402-3.

[201] As shown in FIG. 12. The UE receives the UL grant scheduling the Uu uplink

transmission in subframe tn -1. And after demodulating the UL grant, the UE starts

preparing the Uu uplink transmission power in subframe t . Assuming that once the

transmission power is ready, the Uu uplink transmission power may not be changed.

Before the UE starts preparing the Uu uplink transmission power from subframe t , the

V2X service has arrived, as shown in FIG. 12, the V2X service arrives at the beginning



of subframe tm-1, i.e., the arrival time is prior to the start of subframe t . Then, the UE

may determine the subframe of the V2X transmission at subframe t , even before the

subframe t (after the V2X service arrives in subframe tm-1). For example, V2X is

transmitted in the V2X subframe t l-l. Then, the UE may determine that there are both

the Uu uplink transmission and partial V2X transmission in subframe t l . In this case,

the UE proceeds to block 402-1.

[202] In some examples, if subframe t l does not belong to the V2X transmission resource

pool, it is assumed that there must be no V2X transmission in subframe t l , and then

proceed to block 402-2. For the case that the V2X carrier is not synchronized with the

Uu uplink carrier, if subframe t l and subframe t l- l overlapping with subframe t l do

not fall in the V2X transmission resource pool, it is assumed that subframe t l does not

belong to the V2X transmission resource pool. For the case that the V2X carrier is syn

chronized with the Uu uplink carrier, if subframe t l of the V2X carrier does not belong

to the V2X transmission resource pool, it is assumed that subframe t i of the Uu uplink

carrier does not belong to the V2X transmission resource pool too.

[203] In some examples, before the UE starts preparing the uplink transmission power of

subframe t i in subframe t , if the V2X service has not arrived yet, and subframe t i

belongs to the V2X transmission resource pool (synchronization), or at least one of

subframe t i and subframe t l overlapping with subframe t i belongs to the V2X

transmission resource pool, the UE may not be able to determine, whether there is the

V2X transmission in subframe t l , and then the UE proceeds to block 402-3.

[204] As shown in FIG. 13, assuming that the Uu uplink carrier is synchronized with the

V2X carrier, the minimum time delay from the arriving of the V2X service to the

transmitting of PSCCH/PSSCH on the selected resource X6=2ms, the minimum time

delay for preparing the power for the Uu uplink transmission X5=4ms. Then, the UE

starts preparing the Uu uplink transmission power of subframe t l in subframe t , while

in the subframe tn+2, the V2X service arrives. According to the minimum time delay

X6=2ms, then the UE may transmit V2X in subframe tn+4 (subframe t l). In this

example, the UE may not determine in subframe t whether there is the V2X

transmission in subframe t l on the V2X carrier.

[205] In block 402-1, the UE performs the power assignment for the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission according to a predefined priority criterion.

[206] The specific process may refer to block 202-2 in the first example.

[207] In block 402-2, the UE performs the power assignment for the Uu uplink

transmission only according to the Uu uplink transmission.

[208] Since the UE has determined that there must be no V2X transmission in subframe t i,

the UE only needs to perform the power assignment for all the Uu uplink trans

missions. If the maximum power is exceeded, then power adjusting is performed



according to the power adjusting mechanism of the existing LTE technology CA or

DC, so that the sum of all the Uu uplink transmission power does not exceed the UE

maximum transmission power.

] In block 402-3, if subframe t l belongs to the first type of subframe, when assigning

power for the Uu uplink transmission, the power for the V2X transmission is required

to be reserved.

] As previously described, for the case of non synchronization, at least one of

subframe t l and subframe t l- l overlapping with subframe t l belongs to the first type

of the subframe, then when assigning the power for the Uu uplink transmission, the

power for the V2X transmission is required to be reserved. And only if both subframe t

l and subframe t l- l are not the first type of the subframe, the power is not required to

be reserved for V2X.

] In some examples, the power reserved for the V2X transmission Pg is fixed to be 0,

i.e., there is no power reserved for the V2X transmission. In this case, Pg may not be

configured. For facilitating the description, the following is described according to the

case that Pg is configured. However, the description may include the case that Pg is not

configured.

] In some examples, the power reserved for the V2X transmission Pg can not dis

tinguish the type of the V2X services, i.e., only one Pg is configured for V2X

transmission.

] In some examples, the power reserved for the V2X transmission Pg may be

configured respectively according to the types of the V2X services. For example, there

are 8 types of services in PPPP, 8 Pg may be configured respectively according to the 8

types of services. For another example, a Pg_high is configured for the service of

which PPPP exceeds a predefined PPPP threshold, and a Pg_low is configured for the

other services, i.e., there are two kinds of Pg configured. In a special case, Pg_low=0.

] Specific implementations are carried out according to one or more of the nine

methods below.

] (1) All the subframes in which there may be a V2X transmission are the first type of

subframe. The UE reserves the power Pg for the V2X transmission.

] In some examples, all the subframes in which there may be a V2X transmission are

the subframes included in the V2X resource pool.

] For example, assume that the V2X carrier is synchronized with the Uu uplink carrier.

Assume that the minimum time delay of preparing the power for V2X Yi=2ms, and the

minimum time delay of preparing the power for Uu Y 3=4ms. And assume subframe

n+2 is not the subframe of the V2X resource pool, and subframe n+3~ subframe n+5

are the subframes of V2X resource pool. As shown in FIG. 14, the UE is scheduled to

transmit the Uu uplink transmission in subframe n+3, and the UE starts preparing the



transmission power of subframe n+3 from subframe n-1. Moreover, the UE is

scheduled to transmit the Uu uplink transmission in subframe n+4, and the UE starts

preparing the transmission power of subframe n+4 from subframe n. In subframe n+2,

the V2X service arrives. The UE may transmit V2X as fast as possible in subframe

n+4, and the UE decides to transmit V2X in subframe n+4 and subframe n+5. Then,

when preparing the Uu transmission power of subframe n+3 in subframe n-1, the UE

needs to reserve the V2X power Pg. That is, the maximum power available for the Uu

uplink transmission Pu2 is Pu2=Pcmax-Pg. When preparing the Uu transmission

power of subframe n+4 in subframe n, the UE needs to reserve the V2X power Pg, the

maximum power available for the Uu uplink transmission Pu2 is Pu2=Pcmax-Pg.

When the UE prepares the V2X transmission power of subframe n+4 and subframe

n+5, the V2X maximum transmission power of subframe n+4 is Pg2=Pcmax-Pul.

Wherein, Pul is the actual power of the Uu transmission of subframe n+4. Because

when preparing the V2X transmission power, the UE has already know the Uu uplink

transmission power of subframe n+4, the maximum power available for V2X is

Pcmax-Pul, rather than Pcmax-Pu, but. Similarly, when preparing the V2X

transmission power of subframe n+5, the UE has already know that there is no Uu

transmission in subframe n+5, so the V2X maximum transmission power is Pcmax,

rather than Pcmax-Pu.

[218] (2) The subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of

subframe. The UE reserves the power Pg for the V2X transmission.

[219] In some examples, when the Pg is related to the priority of the V2X service, the

power Pg reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE is determined by the PPPP type

indicated by PSCCH. For example, Pg is determined by the PPPP type indicated by

PSCCH transmitted firstly after the resource reselection. In a special case, if

Pg_low=0, it indicates that if the priority of PPPP indicated by PSCCH is lower than

the PPPP threshold, then the UE may not reserve power for the V2X transmission

when assigning power the Uu uplink transmission.

[220] If the V2X carrier is synchronized with the Uu uplink carrier, subframe t l belongs to

the subframes reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE, the maximum power

available for the Uu uplink transmission Pu2 is Pu2= Pcmax-Pg, wherein Pcmax is the

maximum transmission power of the UE in subframe t l , Pg is the power reserved for

the V2X transmission, which is configured by the base station. When the power

required by the uplink transmission exceeds Pu2, the corresponding Uu uplink

transmission power may be reduced according to the LTE existing priority criteria, so

that the sum of the Uu uplink transmission power on all the carriers does not exceed

Pu2. If the UE is to transmit V2X in subframe t i , the maximum power available is

Pcmax-Pul. Wherein, Pul is the actual transmission power of the Uu uplink



transmission. Pul may be smaller than or equal to Pu. For example, the Uu uplink

transmission does not reach the power limit Pu, and the remaining power may be used

for the V2X transmission. When the power required for the V2X transmission exceeds

Pcmax-Pu 1, the power is reduced to Pcmax-Pu 1.

[221] If subframe t l does not belong to the subframes reserved for the V2X transmission

by the UE, the UE does not reserve power for the V2X transmission.

[222] If the V2X carrier is not synchronized with the Uu uplink carrier, subframe t l or

subframe t l-l belongs to the subframes reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE,

and the maximum power available for the Uu uplink transmission in subframe t l Pu2

is Pu2= Pcmax-Pg.

[223] As shown in FIG. 15, the UE starts preparing the transmission power of subframe

n+3 from subframe n-1. The UE starts preparing the transmission power of subframe

n+4 from subframe n, and the UE starts preparing the transmission power of subframe

n+5 from subframe n+l The UE V2X service arrives at subframe m+1, i.e., after

subframe n+1 begins. Subframe m+3 and subframe m+5 are the V2X subframes

reserved by the UE. Then, when preparing the Uu transmission power of subframe

n+3~ subframe n+5, the UE needs to consider reserving power for V2X, that is, the

maximum power of the Uu transmission is Pu2=Pcmax-Pg. Assume that the minimum

time delay of preparing the power for V2X is 2ms, then the UE transmits V2X in

subframe m+3 and subframe m+5. The maximum power of the V2X transmission of

the UE in subframe m+3 is Pg2=min (Pcmax- Pul of subframe n+3, Pcmax- Pul of

subframe n+4). Then the maximum transmission power of subframe n+5 is

Pg2=Pcmax-Pul rather than Pg2=min(Pcmax-Pul , Pcmax-Pu), wherein Pul is the Uu

transmission power of subframe n+5, and Pu is the power reserved for Uu configured

by the base station. Because in this example, the minimum time delay of the V2X

preparing power is 2ms, that is, in subframe m+3, the UE still has the ability to adjust

the V2X power of subframe m+5. Since subframe m+3 is after subframe n+2, it is

possible to determine whether there is the Uu uplink transmission in subframe n+6. In

this example, although subframe n+6 is the Uu uplink subframe, there is no Uu uplink

transmission in subframe n+6.

[224] For example, as shown in FIG. 16, the UE starts preparing the Uu uplink

transmission power of subframe n+3 from subframe n-1. The UE starts preparing the

uplink transmission power of subframe n+6 from subframe n+2. The UE V2X service

arrives at subframe m+1, i.e., after subframe n-1 starts and before subframe n+2 starts.

Subframe m+3 and subframe m+5 are the V2X subframes reserved by the UE.

Subframe n+4, subframe n+5 are the Uu uplink subframes.

[225] Then, when preparing for the Uu transmission power of subframe n+3, the UE needs

to consider reserving the power for V2X, i.e., the maximum power of the Uu



transmission is Pu2=Pcmax-Pg. When preparing for the Uu transmission power of

subframe n+6, because before subframe n+2 starts the V2X service has arrived and in

subframe n+2 the UE can determine there is the V2X transmission in subframe m+5,

then, the V2X transmission power of subframe m+5 and the Uu transmission power of

subframe n+6 may be determined according to block 202-2 in the first example, i.e.,

according to the channel priority of V2X and Uu uplink transmission.

[226] In some examples, when the sum of powers of PSCCH/PSSCH used for the first TB

new transmission and/or retransmission after the resource reselection and the Uu

uplink transmission power exceeds Pcmax, and the priority of the PSCCH/PSSCH is

higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission, for example, PPPP exceeds PPPP

threshold, the UE may assign the power for the PSCCH/PSSCH at first, and reduce the

Uu uplink transmission power, or drop transmitting the Uu uplink transmission, so that

the total power does not exceed Pcmax. And if the priority of the PSCCH/PSSCH is

lower than that of the Uu uplink transmission, then the UE may ensure the power for

the Uu uplink transmission at first, and then assign the remaining power to the V2X

transmission.

[227] In some examples, if the power of the UE is limited, when performing the resource

reselection, the UE does not use the subframes of which power is limited as an optional

set. The power being limited may be that the remaining power for the V2X is 0, or the

remaining power for the V2X is lower than the power determined by the power

control, or the remaining power for the V2X is lower than the power Pg reserved for

the V2X configured by the base station. Moreover, other criteria are also not excluded.

[228] (3) The subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of

subframe. Assuming that there must be a V2X transmission, the UE assigns the power

for the V2X transmission and the Uu uplink transmission according to the predefined

priority.

[229] In the subframe reserved for the V2X transmission by the UE, the UE determines

whether or not to reserve power according to the priorities of the V2X transmission

and the Uu uplink transmission. Specifically, if the priority of the V2X is higher, the

UE reserves power for the V2X, and the power reserved is the power required for the

V2X transmission last time. If the priority of the V2X is lower, no power is reserved.

The priority relationship may be obtained referring to block 202-2. It is worth noting

that a difference from (3) of the second example is that if one of the Uu subframes

overlapping with the first half or the second half of subframe t i is not the Uu uplink

subframe, the UE may determine the power only according to priorities of the uplink

channel of the Uu transmission of the uplink subframe which is the Uu uplink

subframe and multi channels of the V2X transmission. If two Uu subframes

overlapping with the first half and the second half of subframe t i are the Uu uplink



subframes, the UE may determine the power according to priorities of the uplink

channel of the Uu uplink subframe of subframe t l overlapping with the first half of

subframe t l and the V2X transmission of subframe t l .

[230] As shown in FIG. 17, in subframe m+2, the V2X service arrives and the UE de

termines that the V2X is transmitted in subframe m+4. Subframe m+3 is not the V2X

subframe reserved by the UE, subframe m+4 is the V2X subframe reserved by the UE,

then, the Uu uplink transmission power of subframe n is not the assumed power Pg

reserved for subframe m+4 configured by the base station. While the powers of the

V2X transmission of subframe m+4 and the Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+4

are assigned respectively according to the method of block 202-2, i.e., according to the

channel priorities. For example, if the priority of the V2X transmission is higher, the

UE ensures the V2X transmission power at first, for example, the V2X transmission

power is Pcmax-Pu, and then assigns the remaining power to the Uu, i.e., Pu. If the

priority of the Uu uplink transmission is higher, the UE ensures the Uu uplink

transmission power at first, and then assigns the remaining power to the V2X. Since

the UE in subframe m+2 has already determined that there is no Uu uplink

transmission in subframe n+5, the V2X transmission power of subframe m+4 does not

need to consider the impact of subframe n+5, i.e., no power is reserved for subframe

n+5.

[231] For another example, as shown in FIG. 18, in subframe m+2, the V2X service arrives

and the UE determines that the V2X is transmitted in subframe m+4. Subframe m+3 is

not the V2X subframe reserved by the UE, subframe m+4 is the V2X subframe

reserved by the UE. The UE starts preparing the Uu uplink transmission of subframe

n+4 from subframe n, and preparing the Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+5 from

subframe n+1. Then, the UE determines the power according to the priorities of the Uu

uplink transmission of subframe n+4 and the V2X transmission of subframe m+4. For

example, if the priority of the V2X transmission of subframe m+4 is higher, then the

UE ensures the V2X transmission power at first, reduces the Uu uplink transmission

power of subframe n+4. However, the V2X power of subframe m+4 may only be

assigned at most Pcmax-Pu. For subframe n+5, the maximum power is Pcmax- V2X

power of subframe m+4. The V2X power of subframe m+4 here is the V2X power de

termined according to the priorities of the Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+4 and

the V2X transmission of subframe m+4.

[232] (4) If after the resource reselection timer is cleared to zero, the first V2X service has

not arrived yet, the first type of subframe is the subframe included by the V2X

resource pool, and the UE reserves power Pg for the V2X transmission. If the first

V2X TB after the resource reselection has been transmitted, the subframe reserved for

the V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of subframe, the UE reserves power



Pg for the V2X transmission. And for the other subframes, the UE does not reserve

power for the V2X transmission.

[233] As shown in FIG. 19, assume that the minimum time delay for preparing the V2X

transmission power is 3ms. Before the subframe n-1 starts, the UE resource reselection

timer is cleared to zero, but the new V2X service has not arrived. Until subframe m,

the V2X service arrives. Subframe m+3 is a subframe in the V2X resource pool, and

the UE transmits the V2X in subframe m+3. The UE starts preparing the Uu uplink

transmission power of subframe n+3 from subframe n-1, the maximum power

available Pu2 is Pu2= Pcmax-Pg. The maximum power available for the V2X

transmission of subframe m+3 is Pg2= Pcmax-Pul, wherein, Pul is the actual

transmission power of the Uu uplink transmission of subframe n+3. Since the UE in

subframe m+1, has determined that there is no Uu uplink transmission in subframe

n+4, and there is no need to reserve power Pu for subframe n+4.

[234] (5) If after the resource reselection timer is cleared to zero, the first V2X service has

not arrived yet, the first type of subframe is the subframe included by the V2X

resource pool, and the UE reserves power Pg for the V2X transmission. If the first

V2X TB after the resource reselection has been transmitted, and the subframe reserved

for the V2X transmission by the UE is the first type of subframe, the UE assigns the

power for the V2X transmission and the Uu uplink transmission according to the

predefined priority assuming that there must be the V2X transmission. And for the

other subframes, the UE does not reserve power for the V2X transmission.

[235] (6) Subframes of all V2X gaps are the first type of subframe. The UE reserves the

power Pg for the V2X transmission in the subframes of the V2X gap.

[236] (7) According to one of method (1) ~ (5), the UE determines the first type of

subframe and reserves the power Pg for the V2X transmission in the first type of

subframe. When subframe t l belongs to the subframes of V2X gap, there is a V2X

transmission overlapping with subframe t l , the UE power is limited, and the priority of

the V2X transmission is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission, the UE ensures

the V2X transmission power at first, adjusts the transmission power of the Uu uplink

transmission, so that the total power does not exceed Pcmax. Specifically, how to

adjust the Uu uplink transmission power is not limited.

[237] In some examples, the transmission of a higher priority may be that of the first type

of the V2X service in block 202-2. Both the transmission of the second type of the

V2X service and the Uu uplink transmission belong to the transmission with a lower

priority. That is, when the UE power is limited, if there is a V2X transmission of the

first type of V2X service, the UE assigns power for the V2X transmission of the first

type of V2X service at first. And if there is only V2X of the second type of the V2X

service and/or the Uu uplink transmission, the UE assigns power according to any of



method (1) ~ (5).

[238] (8) When preparing the Uu uplink transmission power, the UE does not consider

reserving power Pg for the V2X transmission. When there is a V2X transmission

overlapping with subframe t l , the UE power is limited, and the priority of the V2X

transmission is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission, the UE ensures the V2X

transmission power at first, adjusts the transmission power of the Uu uplink

transmission, so that the total power does not exceed Pcmax. Specifically, how to

adjust the Uu uplink transmission power is not limited. And if the priority of the V2X

transmission is lower than or equal to that of the Uu uplink transmission, the UE

ensures the Uu uplink transmission power at first.

[239] In some examples, the transmission of a higher priority is that of the first type of the

V2X service in block 202-2. Both the transmission of the second type of the V2X

service and the Uu uplink transmission belong to the transmission with a lower

priority. That is, when the UE power is limited, if there is a V2X transmission of the

first type of V2X service, the UE assigns power for the V2X transmission of the first

type of V2X service at first. If there is only V2X of the second type of the V2X service

and/or the Uu uplink transmission, the UE ensures the Uu uplink transmission power at

first.

[240] Moreover, when part or all of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission

overlap, part or all of the V2X transmission falls in the V2X gap, the UE power is

limited, and the priority of the V2X transmission is higher than that of the Uu uplink

transmission, the UE ensures the V2X transmission power at first, and adjusts the

transmission power of the Uu uplink transmission, so that the total power does not

exceed Pcmax. Specifically, how to adjust the Uu uplink transmission power is not

limited. If the priority of the V2X transmission is lower than or equal to that of the Uu

uplink transmission, the UE ensures the Uu uplink transmission power at first. In the

subframes outside the V2X gap, when assigning power for the Uu uplink transmission,

the UE does not consider reserving power for the V2X transmission, i.e., performs the

Uu uplink transmission at first.

[241] (9) According to one of method (1) ~ (5), the UE determines the first type of

subframe and reserves the power Pg for the V2X transmission in the first type of

subframe. When there is a V2X transmission overlapping with subframe t l , when the

UE power is limited, and the priority of the V2X transmission is higher than that of the

Uu uplink transmission, and the power required by the V2X transmission exceeds the

reserved power Pg, the UE ensures the V2X transmission power at first, and adjusts the

transmission power of the Uu uplink transmission, so that the total power does not

exceed Pcmax. Specifically, how to adjust the Uu uplink transmission power is not

limited. For example, the UE may drop the Uu uplink transmission. When the priority



of the Uu uplink transmission is higher, the Uu uplink transmission power may be de

termined according to one of method (1) ~ (5), i.e., the first type of subframe, the

maximum available power is Pcmax-Pg, otherwise the maximum available power is

Pcmax.

[242] In some examples, the transmission with a higher priority is the transmission of the

first type of the V2X service in step 202-2. Both the transmission of the second type of

the V2X service and the Uu uplink transmission belong to the transmission with a

lower priority. That is, when the UE power is limited, if there is a V2X transmission of

the first type of V2X service, the UE assigns power for the V2X transmission of the

first type of V2X service at first. And if there is only V2X of the second type of the

V2X service and/or the Uu uplink transmission, the UE assigns power according to any

of method (1) ~ (5).

[243] In block 403, the UE performs the Uu uplink transmission in subframe t l based on

the power determined in block 402.

[244]

[245] A fourth example

[246] In block 2301, the UE judges whether the transmission power is limited in subframe t

. If the transmission power is limited, proceed to block 2302, otherwise, perform the

Uu uplink transmission and/or the V2X transmission in subframe t according to the

transmission power required.

[247] In block 2302, if there are both the V2X transmission and the Uu uplink

transmission, and the priority of the V2X transmission is higher than that of the Uu

uplink transmission, the UE assigns the power for the V2X transmission at first, and

drops at least one of the Uu uplink transmission carriers. If there are both the V2X

transmission and the Uu uplink transmission, and the priority of the Uu uplink

transmission is higher than that of the V2X transmission, the UE assigns the power for

the Uu uplink transmission at first, and drops at least one of the V2X transmission

carriers.

[248] In some examples, the V2X transmission and the Uu uplink transmissions may be

synchronized or not synchronized. That having both the V2X transmission and the Uu

uplink transmission in subframe t means that two transmissions at least partially

overlap in subframe t l .

[249] In some examples, whether the priority of the V2X transmission is higher than that of

the Uu uplink transmission may be determined in accordance with the priority criterion

described in the second example of the present application. For example, when the

PPPP of the V2X transmission is higher than the predefined PPPP threshold, the V2X

transmission is the first priority service, whose priority is higher than that of the Uu

uplink transmission.



[250] In some examples, in the current subframe, if there are Uu uplink transmissions of at

least two Uu uplink carriers, the UE drops transmitting the Uu uplink carrier with a

lower priority according to the predefined priority, so that the total power of the Uu

uplink carrier which has already been transmitted and V2X transmission does not

exceed the maximum transmission power Pcmax. Wherein, the predefined priority is

determined according to the priorities of the existing Uu uplink transmission, such as

PUCCH> PUSCH with UCI> PUSCH without UCI. For example, the priority of

PRACH is higher than that of the other uplink channels (PUCCH, PUSCH, SRS), the

priority of SRS is lower than that of the other uplink channels. When the priorities are

the same, according to the predefined criteria, the UE may drop transmitting the part of

the Uu uplink carrier, for example, the UE transmits the Uu uplink carrier with a low

carrier index with priority.

[251] For example, assume there are two Uu uplink carrier transmissions and the V2X

transmission in subframe t i , and the PPPP of the V2X transmission exceeds the PPPP

threshold, i.e., the priority is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission. And

assume the UE power is limited. Then, the UE assigns power for the V2X transmission

at first, and the maximum available power is Pcmax. Assuming that the power required

actually by the V2X transmission is Pgl, the maximum power available for the Uu

uplink transmission is Pcmax-Pgl. Assuming that there are two Uu uplink carriers, one

carrier is uplink Pcell, transmitting PUCCH, the required power is Pu_l, the other

carrier is uplink Scell, transmitting PUSCH, the required power is Pu_2. Both Pu_l

and Pu_2 are smaller than Pcmax-Pgl, but Pu_l+ Pu_2 is larger than Pcmax-Pgl. The

UE may drop transmitting the uplink Scell and only transmit s the uplink Pcell.

[252] For another example, as shown in FIG. 23, there are two Uu uplink carrier trans

missions both in subframe t l and subframe t l+l, and the V2X transmission in

subframe t l overlaps with subframe t l and subframe t l+l. The PPPP of the V2X

transmission exceeds the PPPP threshold, i.e., the priority is higher than that of the Uu

uplink transmission. And the UE power is limited. Assuming that when assigning the

Uu uplink power for subframe t l , the UE has not determined whether there is a V2X

transmission in subframe t l or not, but when assigning the Uu uplink power for

subframe t l+l, the UE has determined there is a V2X transmission in subframe t l .

Then, the UE may reduce the Uu uplink power of subframe t l+l, so that the sum of

the power of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission does not exceed

Pcmax. For subframe t i, the UE may only drop transmitting at least one of the Uu

uplink carriers, so that the sum of the power of the Uu uplink transmission and the

V2X transmission does not exceed Pcmax. Assuming that the power actually required

by the V2X transmission is Pgl, the maximum power available for the Uu uplink

transmission is Pcmax-Pgl. Assuming that there are two Uu uplink carriers, one carrier



is uplink Pcell, which is used for transmitting PUCCH, and the required power of

which is Pu_l; the other carrier is uplink Scell, which is used for transmitting PUSCH,

and the required power of which is Pu_2. Both Pu_l and Pu_2 are smaller than Pcmax-

Pgl, but Pu_l+ Pu_2 is larger than Pcmax-Pgl. The UE may drop transmitting the

uplink Scell of subframe t l and only transmits the uplink Pcell of subframe t l , and

then transmits Scell and Pcell of subframe t l+l. If the UE has two Uu uplink carrier

transmissions in subframe t l , and does not have Uu uplink carrier transmission in

subframe t l+l or the power is not limited, the Uu transmission of subframe t l may be

also dealt with in accordance with the above method.

[253] For another example, there are two Uu uplink carrier transmissions both in subframe

t l and subframe t l+l, and the V2X transmission in subframe t l overlaps with

subframe t l and subframe t l+l. The PPPP of the V2X transmission exceeds the PPPP

threshold, i.e., the priority is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission. The UE

power is limited. Assuming that when assigning the Uu uplink power for subframe t i

and subframe t i+l, the UE has not determined there is the V2X transmission in

subframe t i . Then, for subframe t i and subframe t i+l, the UE may only drop

transmitting at least one of the Uu uplink carriers of subframe t i and subframe t i+ l

respectively, so that the sum of the power of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission does not exceed Pcmax. The UE may determine to drop the transmission

of the Uu uplink carrier is determined according to the priority of the Uu. For example,

in subframe t l , PUCCH is transmitted in Pcell, the transmission of PUSCH of Scell is

dropped, and in subframe t l+l, the transmission of PUSCH without UCI (PCell) is

dropped, and PUSCH with UCI (Scell) is transmitted.

[254] In some examples, in the current subframe, when there are Uu uplink transmissions

of at least two Uu uplink carriers, the UE decides to drop the transmission of one or

more Uu uplink carriers. And the UE needs to ensure that the number of transmissions

of the Uu uplink carriers dropped is the smallest so Further the UE needs to ensure

that the sum of the power of the Uu uplink carriers transmitted and the V2X

transmission does not exceed the maximum transmission power Pcmax.

[255] For example, there are two Uu uplink carrier transmissions and the V2X transmission

in subframe t l , and the PPPP of the V2X transmission exceeds the PPPP threshold,

i.e., the priority is higher than that of the Uu uplink transmission. And the UE power is

limited. Then, the UE assigns power for the V2X transmission at first, and the

maximum available power is Pcmax. Assuming that the power actually required by the

V2X transmission is Pgl, then the maximum power available for the Uu uplink

transmission is Pcmax-Pgl. Assuming that there are two Uu uplink carriers, one carrier

is uplink Pcell, which is to transmit PUCCH, and the required power of which is Pu_l,

the other carrier is uplink Scell, which is to transmit PUSCH, and the required power



of which is Pu_2. Pu_l is larger than Pcmax-Pgl, and Pu_2 is smaller than Pcmax-

Pgl. If the UE drops transmitting the uplink Scell, the remaining power Pcmax-Pgl is

still insufficient to transmit the uplink Pcell. But if the UE drops transmitting Pcell, the

remaining power Pcmax-Pgl is sufficient to transmit the uplink Scell. Then, the UE

may drop transmitting Pcell, and only transmits the uplink Scell.

[256] In some examples, in the current subframe, there are at least two V2X transmission

carriers, the UE may drop transmitting the V2X transmission carrier with a lower

priority according to the predefined priority, to ensure that the total power of the V2X

transmission which has already been transmitted and the Uu uplink carrier does not

exceed the maximum transmission power Pcmax. Wherein, the predefined priority is

determined according to the PPPP of the V2X transmission and/or channels of the

V2X transmission, such as the priorities of the first example.

[257] In some examples, in the current subframe, there are at least two V2X transmission

carriers, and the UE decides to drop the transmission of one or more V2X transmission

carriers. And the UE, but needs to ensure that the number of dropping transmitting the

V2X transmission carriers is the smallest, moreover, to ensure the sum of the power of

the V2X transmission and the Uu uplink transmission does not exceed the maximum

transmission power Pcmax.

[258] In some examples, if the UE has enough time to adjust the power of the Uu uplink

carrier with a lower priority, there is no need to drop transmitting the uplink carrier,

and the UE only needs to reduce the power of the Uu uplink carrier to ensure the sum

of the power of the Uu uplink carriers which have been transmitted and the V2X

transmission does not exceed the maximum transmission power Pcmax. When

reducing the Uu uplink carrier power, it is determined according to the priority of the

existing Uu uplink transmission, and not repeated here.

[259] In some examples, if the UE has enough time to adjust the power of the V2X

transmission with a lower priority, there is no need to drop transmitting the V2X

transmission, and the UE only needs to reduce the power of the V2X transmission to

ensure the sum of the power of the Uu uplink carriers which have been transmitted and

the V2X transmission does not exceed the maximum transmission power Pcmax.

[260] A fifth example

[261] Corresponding to the above methods, the present application also discloses a device.

The device may be used to implement the above methods. As shown in FIG. 21, the

device may include a judging module, a power controlling module and a transmitting

module.

[262] The judging module is to judge, at subframe t , whether there is a V2X transmission

in subframe t i .

[263] The power controlling module is to control the power of the Uu uplink transmission



and/or the V2X transmission based on predefined criteria according to the results of

the judging module.

[264] The transmitting module is to perform the Uu uplink channel transmission and/or the

V2X transmission based on the power determined by the power controlling module.

[265] Those ordinary skilled in the art may understand that all or part of steps for im

plementing the method embodiments above may be finished by instructing related

hardware through programs. The programs may be stored in a computer or readable

storage medium. And when being executed, the program may include one or com

bination thereof of the steps of the method embodiments.

[266] Herein, respective function units in all embodiments of the present application may

be integrated in one processing module, or respective units exist physically, or two or

more units are integrated in one module. The integrated module may be implemented

by adopting a hardware form or implemented by adopting a form of software function

module. The integrated module may be stored in one computer-readable storage

medium when implemented in the form of software function module and sold or used

as an independent product.

[267] The storage medium mentioned above may be a read-only storage, a magnetic disk or

compact disc.

[268] The abovementioned is merely preferable embodiments of the present application,

which cannot be used to limit the present application. And any modifications,

equivalent replacements and improvements made within a spirit and principle of the

present application should fall within a protective scope of the present application.

[269]
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Claims
[Claim 1] A method of power control by a user equipment (UE), comprising:

determining a Uu uplink transmission subframe and/or a V2X

transmission subframe;

assigning a transmission power according to the circumstance that

whether there is a Uu uplink transmission and/or a V2X transmission in

a subframe; and

performing the Uu uplink transmission and/or the V2X transmission in

the subframe based on the transmission power assigned.

[Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein assigning a transmission power

according to the circumstance that whether there is a Uu uplink

transmission and/or a V2X transmission in a subframe comprises:

assigning, the transmission power according to the circumstance that

there is only one of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission in the subframe, or the circumstance that there are both

the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe

at the same time, or the circumstance that there are potentially both the

Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe at

the same time.

[Claim 3] The method of claim 2, wherein assigning the transmission power

according to the circumstance that there are both the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe at the same

time comprises:

assigning, the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and

the V2X transmission based on the power required when the

transmission power of the UE is not limited; and

assigning, the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and

the V2X transmission in accordance with a priority policy when the

transmission power of the UE is limited.

[Claim 4] The method of claim 3, the priority policy comprises:

the priority of the Uu uplink transmission is higher than that of the V2X

transmission; or

the priority of a V2X channel of a first type of V2X service is higher

than or equal to that of the Uu uplink channel, and the priority of a

V2X channel of a second type of V2X service is lower than or equal to

that of the Uu uplink channel; or

the priority of a physical sidelink control channel (PSCCH) and the
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priority of a physical sidelink share channel (PSSCH) of the V2X

transmission are the same; or

the priority of the PSCCH is higher than that of the PSSCH.

[Claim 5] The method of claim 2, wherein,

assigning, the transmission power according to the circumstance that

there is only one of the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X

transmission in the subframe, or the circumstance that there are both

the Uu uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe

at the same time when an actual time delay from the arriving of a V2X

service to the transmitting of the V2X transmission by the UE is larger

than a minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing Uu uplink

transmission power in Uu communications.

[Claim 6] The method of claim 2, wherein assigning the transmission power

according to the circumstance that there are potentially both the Uu

uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe at the

same time comprises:

for a Uu uplink subframe overlapping with at least one subframe in a

V2X resource pool, reserving power Pg for the V2X transmission and

assigning the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and

the V2X transmission.

[Claim 7] The method of claim 2, wherein assigning the transmission power

according to the circumstance that there are potentially both the Uu

uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe at the

same time comprises:

when the transmission power of the UE is limited, in accordance with a

priority policy, assigning the power for the transmission with a higher

priority at first and adjusting the power for the transmission with a

lower priority, so that the sum of the power of the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission does not exceed a maximum

transmission power.

[Claim 8] The method of claim 7, wherein adjusting the transmission power with

a lower priority comprises:

dropping the transmission with a lower priority, or

reducing the power of a part of the subframe of the transmission with a

lower priority, or

reducing the power of the entire subframe of the transmission with a

lower priority.

[Claim 9] The method of claim 2, wherein assigning the transmission power
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according to the circumstance that there are potentially both the Uu

uplink transmission and the V2X transmission in the subframe at the

same time comprises:

for a Uu subframe overlapping with a V2X transmission subframe

reserved by the UE, reserving power Pg for the V2X transmission and

assigning the transmission power for the Uu uplink transmission and

the V2X transmission; or

for the Uu subframe overlapping with the V2X transmission subframe

reserved by the UE, assigning the transmission power for the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission according to a predefined

priority.

[Claim 10] The method of claim 9, wherein,

when the UE performing a resource reselection, removing from a

selection window the a subframe that causes the transmission power of

the V2X transmission power below a predetermined threshold; or

after a resource reselection timer is cleared to zero, and before a first

V2X service arrives, for the Uu subframe overlapping with at least one

subframe in a V2X resource pool, reserving, by the UE, power Pg for

the V2X transmission and assigning the power for the Uu uplink

transmission and the V2X transmission.

[Claim 11] The method of claim 2, wherein, a V2X carrier is synchronized with a

Uu uplink carrier, and a minimum time delay from the arriving of a

V2X service to the transmitting of the V2X transmission on the

selected resource by the UE in V2X communications equals to a

minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing the Uu uplink

transmission.

[Claim 12] The method of claim 2, wherein, a base station transmits a scheduling

signaling to schedule PSCCH and PSSCH resource for V2X commu

nications.

[Claim 13] The method of claim 2, wherein, a V2X carrier is not synchronized

with a Uu uplink carrier, and a minimum time delay from the arriving

of a V2X service to the transmitting of the V2X transmission on the

selected resource by the UE in V2X communications equals to a

minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing the Uu uplink

transmission.

[Claim 14] The method of claim 2, wherein, a minimum time delay from the

arriving of a V2X service to the transmitting of the V2X transmission

on the selected resource by the UE in V2X communications is smaller
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than a minimum time delay required by the UE for preparing the Uu

uplink transmission power.

[Claim 15] A device for controlling power, comprising:

a judging module, to judge whether there is a V2X transmission in a Uu

uplink transmission subframe, and/or whether there is a Uu uplink

transmission in a V2X transmission subframe;

a power controlling module, to control a transmission power of the Uu

uplink transmission and/or the V2X transmission based on predefined

criteria and results of the judging module;

a transmitting module, to perform the Uu uplink channel transmission

and/or the V2X transmission based on the transmission power de

termined by the power controlling module.
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